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Numerical analysis of inﬂuence of selected
elements on effectiveness of streamline rudder
Tomasz Abramowski, Ph. D.
Tadeusz Szelangiewicz, Prof.
West Pomeranian University of Technology, Szczecin

ABSTRACT
During designing steering gear for large fast transport ships (e.g. container carriers), shipowners usually
put forward strong demands concerning ship manoeuvrability. It means that streamline rudders should
be characterized by a high effectiveness, i.e. fast increasing values of lifting force in function of rudder
angle and large values of lifting force related to rudder area. As gabarites of streamline rudder depend on
a form and draught of stern part of ship’s hull, an improvement of rudder effectiveness can be reached by
an appropriate selection of rudder proﬁle and application of additional elements to rudder blade.
This paper presents results of numerical investigations (by using CFD methods) of hydrodynamic forces
acting on rudder blades of the same gabarites but based on different proﬁles. Such calculations were also
performed for selected rudder blades ﬁtted with additional elements intended for the improving of rudder
effectiveness.
Keywords: streamline rudder; improvement of rudder effectiveness; computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD)

INTRODUCTION
During designing the streamline rudder its designer tends
to make its effectiveness as large as possible. The effect can
be reached by selecting an appropriate geometry of rudder,
including its proﬁle, as well as by applying additional elements
which on the one hand are able e.g. to increase lifting force,
and on the other hand e.g. to reduce tip losses.
In the subject-matter literature can be found dimensionless
results of model tests of hydrodynamic characteristics of
airfoils or other proﬁles used in designing a given rudder of
determined dimensions. However similar results of model tests
of the rudders ﬁtted with additional elements can be not always
recalculated to a designed rudder of determined dimensions.
Determination of effectiveness of a designed rudder can be
hence performed:
• either by conducting its model tests in a model basin,
• or by using computational ﬂuid dynamics methods
(CFD).
Model tests of rudders are much more expensive than
numerical analyses which can be presently conducted both for
models and full scale objects in view of rather easy access to
high-performance computers, today.

SCOPE OF THE NUMERICAL
INVESTIGATIONS
The numerical investigations were conducted in two
phases:
I. In the ﬁrst phase hydrodynamic characteristics of the
proﬁles (Fig. 1) applicable to designing the rudders, were
calculated. Dimensions of the rudders and their blade area

were the same as of the ﬁnal rudder installed on B573 ship
[1], which served as the initial object in the analyses in
question.

Fig. 1. The proﬁles used for the investigated rudders

II. In the second phase certain modiﬁcations were introduced
to the selected rudders of the above given proﬁles, and
then successive calculations of their hydrodynamic
characteristics were made, namely:
• for the rudder of NACA 0018 proﬁle, ﬁtted with
a pivoting ﬂap in the rear part of the proﬁle, containing
its trailing edge (Fig. 3a). In compliance with the subjectmatter literature it was assumed that the deﬂection angle
of the ﬂap relative to rudder axis is equal to that of the
main part of rudder blade (if the rudder angle was equal
to 30° then the whole deﬂection angle of the ﬂap was
equal to 60°).
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•

for the rudder of IFS58-TR15 proﬁle with an additional
plate ﬁxed at rudder top to reduce generation of tip
vortices (Schilling rudder, Fig. 3b).

THE METHOD AND DOMAIN OF
COMPUTATIONS
The computational model of the rudder prepared for
numerical calculations is presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. The ﬁnal rudder of B573 ship [1],
of the area AR = 39.48 m2 and the aspect ratio λ = 1.79

Fig. 4. The computational model of the rudder
without any additional elements

The computational domain (Fig. 5) was so arranged as to
make it possible to assume different inlet angles of waterﬂow
velocity to the rudder. The upper and lower surface limiting
the domain was deﬁned to be the plane of symmetry. The rear
surface was deﬁned to be the pressure outlet and the front
surface (a half of cylinder) and the side ones constituted the
inlet for waterﬂow velocity to the domain.

Fig. 5. The computational domain of rudders

Fig. 3. Modiﬁcation variants of the selected rudders:
a) NACA 0018 rudder ﬁtted with a pivoting ﬂap,
b) IFS 58-TR15 rudder ﬁtted with an additional plate (Schilling’s rudder)

The modiﬁed rudders maintained the same contour and
dimensions as those of the B573 ship’s rudder.
4
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Fig. 6. The computational domain mesh. Notation: the blue area – velocity
inlet, the yellow one – plane of symmetry, the red one – pressure outlet

Fig. 7. The structural mesh in the boundary layer (view from the top of the
rudder) Notation: the white area – the surfaces deﬁning the rudder blade.

For the domain a polyhedral mesh (Fig. 6 and 7) reﬁned in
the vicinity of the rudder and ﬁtted with structural boundary
layer on surfaces modelling the rudder, was used.

CALCULATIONS FOR THE RUDDERS
WITHOUT ANY ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS
The calculations in question were conducted with the use
of Fluent system. The example pressure distributions and
streamlines for the rudder of IFS58-TR15 proﬁle are presented
in Fig. 8, 9 and 10.
In Fig. 11 are presented results of the calculations in the
form of the lifting force L and drag force D versus rudder angle
for the rudders based on the proﬁles shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 8. The pressure distribution: a) and streamlines, b) for 0° angle of
attack (the rudder of IFS58-TR15 proﬁle)

Fig. 9. The pressure distribution and streamlines for 40° angle of attack (the rudder of IFS58-TR15 proﬁle)
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 3/2010
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Fig. 10. The tip vortex generated on the rudder of IFS58-TR15 proﬁle at 40° angle of attack.
There are depicted streamlines, pressure proﬁles on iso-surface behind the rudder as well as velocity vectors on the surface

Fig. 11. Values of the lifting force L and drag force D versus rudder angle
for the considered rudders

CALCULATIONS FOR THE RUDDERS
FITTED WITH ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS
Dimensions of the rudders with additional elements were
the same as for the rudders without them. The domain for
computation of hydrodynamic forces acting on the modiﬁed
rudders as well as the scope of the calculations was the same
as in the case of the rudders without any modiﬁcation. The
pressure distributions and streamlines for the Schilling rudder
of IFS58-TR15 proﬁle are presented in Fig. 12.
The calculation results of the lifting force L and drag force
D are presented in Fig. 13 for the NACA 0018 proﬁle rudder
ﬁtted with the additional ﬂap, and in Fig. 14 – for the Schilling
rudder of IFS58-TR15 proﬁle.

Fig. 12. The pressure distribution and streamlines for the IFS58-TR15
proﬁle rudder at 40° angle of attack

6
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Fig. 13. The hydrodynamic characteristics of the rudder of NACA0018
proﬁle. Notation: L, D – for rudder with ﬂap; L0, D0 – for standard rudder

3.

Fig. 14. The hydrodynamic characteristics of the rudder of IFS58-TR15
proﬁle. Notation: L, D – for Schilling rudder; L0,D0 – for standard rudder

CONCLUSIONS
1. The performed numerical experiment was aimed at
demonstration of high usefulness of CFD methods in
investigating and designing the streamline rudders. The
calculations performed for rudders of different proﬁles
showed how far selection of a proﬁle is important for
a designed ship to which various requirements concerning
its manoeuvrability or limitations imposed on its rudder,
may be assigned. The achieved results can be assessed only
qualitatively (by comparing hydrodynamic characteristics
for particular proﬁles) because results of model tests of
the rudder installed on B 573 ship were lacking. There are
available results of model tests of foils of given proﬁles
but having a very large aspect ratio. However in the case
in question the rudders of strictly determined dimensions
have been analyzed.
2. The two modiﬁed rudders analyzed in the second phase of
the numerical experiment revealed much more favourable
characteristics in contrast to the same rudders without any
modiﬁcation – however the obtained results should be
considered rather qualitative, but not quantitive ones as
additional investigations should be performed to obtain
more exact results. In spite of that the quantitive changes
have been found in line with expectations.

The performed analysis showed that the NACA0018
proﬁle rudder ﬁtted with the ﬂap has much more favourable
characteristics at small values of rudder angle. Probably,
at smaller values of ﬂow velocity in the whole domain and
at its large values in the surounding of the rudder behind
the propeller, the rudder has curved the ﬂow behind the
propeller changing direction of thrust, in consequence. Such
situation can happen during ship’s manoeuvers at a very
small (or even zero) speed of the ship.
4. The Schilling rudder, i.e. the modiﬁed rudder of IFS 58TR15 proﬁle, exhibits also more favourable characteristics
mainly at small values of angle of attack. The difference can
be also observed at the angle values close to separation of
ﬂow where run of the characteristics is more stable than in
the case of the standard rudder. This results from a reduced
tip vortex effect; however, as observed in Fig. 12, the tip
vortex has not been fully removed.
5. In the drawings of this paper only certain examples of
the performed computations of pressure distribution and
streamlines, have been presented. The complete set of
results of numerical analyzes in question can be found in
the ﬁnal report on the R&D project [2].
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A fatigue life calculation method for structural
elements made of D16CzATW aluminium alloy
Józef Szala, Prof.
Grzegorz Szala, Ph. D.
University of Technology and Life Science, Bydgoszcz

ABSTRACT
In the calculating of fatigue life of structural elements the methods based on hypotheses of fatigue damage
summation are commonly applied. In using the methods, apart from choice of an appropriate hypothesis,
it is necessary to know a loading spectrum which usually constitutes a set of sinusoidal cycles of variable
parameters (Sa, Sm), as well as fatigue characteristics in the form of Wöhler fatigue diagram, as a rule.
Knowledge of the above mentioned data is low during structural design process as designed material
objects and possibility of performing measurements are lacking.
Hence in this work a calculation method of fatigue life of structural elements, based on the relations between
fatigue life diagrams determined in constant-amplitude conditions (Wöhler diagrams) and those obtained
under programmed or random loads, is described. The proposed method was experimentally veriﬁed by
using results of fatigue tests on structural elements made of D16CzATW aluminium alloy.
Keywords: fatigue life, structutral elements, D16CzATW aluminium alloy

INTRODUCTION
Lack of a coherent theory of fatigue process of materials
including metals and their alloys makes that for engineering
applications are used phenomenological hypotheses on
summation of damages, whose description can be found
a.o. in the monographs [1] and [2]. Out of many hypotheses,
the oldest hypothesis, most comprehensively veriﬁed and
commonly used is that based on linear summation of fatigue
damages, given by Palmgren and Miner (P-M). In many cases
its experimental veriﬁcation showed a low conformity between
results of fatigue life calculations and experimental tests, that
has resulted in undertaking further efforts to elaborate new
calcultation methods [3, 4, 5, 6]. For the calculations with the
use of the damage summation hypotheses it is necessary to
know additionally operational loads (stresses or strains) given
in the form of loading spectra, as well as an appropriate fatigue
diagram. Such loading spectra are elaborated by applying the
cycle - counting methods described in [7], in order to obtain
a set of sinusoidal cycles equivalent, as regards fatigue life, to
random loading. The third item necessary for the calculations
is a Wöhler fatigue diagram of parameters appropriate to
a type of loading spectrum. The diagram can be determined
experimentally or, if not possible, selected from catalogues
or literature sources [8, 9]. Out of the above mentioned main
elements of the calculating algorithm, the largest uncertainty
is associated with the fatigue damage summation hypothesis.
Experimental veriﬁcation of P-M hypothesis, performed by
8
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means of a few hundred tests revealed the difference between
results of the experiments and calculations ranging from 0,3 to
30-fold [10, 11]. The drawbacks of the method have been very
clearly felt in structural design process where accurate data
on operational loads, material cyclic properties and damage
summation hypothesis, are lacking.
It is then necessary to elaborate, excepting damage
summation hypothesis, a simple calculation method based on
assessment of main loading spectrum parameters and basic
cyclic properties of material. To the above mentioned conditions
corresponds the method based on statistical relations between
fatigue life determined under sinusoidal load conditions
(described by Wöhler diagram) and that determined under
random load conditions or programmed ones (described by
Gassner diagram).
As observed in the fatigue life tests of structural elements
under programmed load conditions (block spectra, usually)
corresponding to operational loading, their test results depended
on a level of variable loads and shape of loading spectra. Such
relationship for steel elements was demonstrated in [10] and
[12], and for aluminium elements - in [13]. The problem was
also described in the monograph of Haibach [14] and the
information bulletins of Germanischer Lloyd Group, a ship
classiﬁcation society, [15] and [16].
As proved in the experimental veriﬁcation of the calculation
method based on statistical relations between Wöhler and
Gassner diagrams, performed on steel specimens and structural
elements, the calculation results obtained with its use, have been

closer to results from experimental tests than those achieved
from the calculations to which Palmgren-Miner hypothesis on
damage summation was applied, [17].
In the work [17] was analyzed an inﬂuence of a shape
of loading spectrum on results of experimental veriﬁcation
of calculation method of fatigue life of steel specimens and
elements.
This work is aimed at extending the method onto aluminiumalloy elements, in which data determined from plain specimens
are applied to calculation of geometrically notched elements
and structural elements.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The method proposed in this paper is based on the following
assumptions:
a) damage cumulation process is qualitatively independent on
loading spectrum,
b) fatigue damage cumulation depends quantitatively on
parameters of loading spectrum (its shape and maximum
load),
c) constant-amplitude loading is a special case of loading
spectrum elaborated on the basis of random loads, e.g. block
spectrum,
d) if number of cycles in a loading spectrum (for a specimen
or structural element) is reduced to one, then fatigue life
diagrams intersect each other in the same point; it means
that the spectral form loses its sense,
e) for different loading spectra of the same maximum load
value, fatigue life of a specimen or structural element
depends mainly on a form of a spectrum.

In Fig. 1 the sinusoidal loading, random loading and loading
spectra corresponding to them are schematically presented.
Loading spectrum form is characterized by the diagram
ﬁlling factor calculated from the formula as follows [7]:
(1)
which, in relation to the schematic spectrum diagram, is
equivalent to the ratio of the areas F1 (under the block spectrum
envelope) to the area of the rectangle having the sides: Samax
and nc. As results from the scheme (b) in Fig. 1 and the formula
(1), the spectrum ﬁlling factor ζ is equal to 1.0 for sinusoidal
loading, and for random loading amounts to ζ < 1.0. The
smaller value of the diagram ﬁlling factor the slighter loading
conditions for structural element; an example of mutual location
of the fatigue-life diagrams for various values of the diagram
ﬁlling factor is presented in Fig. 2.
The schematic procedure of the calculation complying
with the above speciﬁed assumptions is presented in Fig. 3.
The Wöhler diagram (W) and Gassner diagram (G) which
intersect each other in the point c = c0, are described by the
expressions:
- for the Wöhler diagram:
(2)
-

for the Gassner diagram:
(3)

Fig. 1. Schematic loading diagrams and relevant loading spectra: a) sinusoidal loading,
b) sinusoidal loading spectrum, c) random loading, d) random loading spectrum
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(5)
The power exponent r is contained within the range of 0.2
÷ 0.4. It should be stressed that if one of the lower values of the
range is assumed then conservative results (i.e. lower fatigue
life values) are obtained.
On determination of N from the formula describing Wöhler
diagram is obtained:
(6)
and on substitution of the formula (5) to the formula (4) the
following is obtained, after transformations:
(7)
It should be explained that c0 which appears in the formula (2),
is equal to log C0 which appears in the formulae (6) and (7).
The experimental veriﬁcation of the desribed calculation
method, performed for specimens and bonded structural joints
for three values of the diagram ﬁlling factor ζ (0.34; 0.56 and
0.77), showed a conformity of the results obtained from the
calculation in question with those from the tests higher than
in the case of the results from the calculation where selected
fatigue damage summation hypotheses were applied.

TESTS AND CALCULATION RESULTS
FOR SPECIMENS AND STRUCTURAL
ELEMENTS MADE OF D16CZATW
ALUMINIUM ALLOY

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of fatigue life dependence
on loading spectrum form

Method and program of the tests

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram for fatigue life calculation

From the scheme of Fig. 3 results the possibility of
determining Gassner diagram on the basis of knownledge of
Wöhler fatigue diagram and an arbitrary point of the Gassner
diagram under determination.The fact is of a great importance
for shortening time of tests because it requires to perform
programmed fatigue tests (which are time-consuming) for only
one point of Gassner diagram (a few fatigue tests at only one,
of maximum load, level of the spectrum).
For Samax = Sa and c0 = c l, by comparing the formulae (2)
and (3) to each other the following is achieved:

From the target of this work the necessity results to perform
basic tests aimed at determination of static and cyclic properties
of material used for objects to be tested, as well as veriﬁcation
tests of the calculation method of fatigue life of elements under
variable random loads.
In the ﬁrst group of the tests, apart from the monotonic
tension test, Wöhler fatigue diagrams have to be determined,
as well as the test aimed at determination of value of the
power exponent r appearing in the formula (5), has to be
performed with the use of plain specimens under random
loading conditions.
The determination method of value of the power exponent
r results from Fig. 3. For tests under random or programmed
loading it is enough to have aWöhler diagram, to determine
a point on Gassner fatigue-life diagram, the point A in Fig. 3,
and, to form a complete Gassner’s diagram of fatigue life by
drawing the straight line containing the points A and c.

(4)
The relation m/m0 in function of the diagram ﬁlling factor
ζ, for different kinds of steel specimens and elements, was
experimentally determined in the following form, [10, 17]:
10
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Fig. 4. Random loading assumed for the tests,
according to the publication [18]

Fig. 5. Loading spectrum for the random loading of Fig. 4, obtained by using the method of counting local extremes

chemical composition of D16CzATW alloy of which the tested
objects were manufactured, is given in Tab. 1.

Variable loading and its spectrum
As an example operational loading the data contained in
the publication FALSTAFF-130 [18] were taken. Its graphical
form is shown in Fig. 4, and Fig. 5 contains its spectrum
achieved by applying the local extremes counting method [7].
On the ordinate axis of the loading diagram, in compliance
with the assumption of the FALSTAFF project, are given class
intervals within which local extremes have been counted. Such
approach to loading spectrum makes performing the tests on
various levels of the maximum stress Smax, easier, necessary
to determine fatigue life diagram for a tested object. The tests
were conducted on a few levels of the maximum stress Smax of
the spectrum. The spectrum ﬁlling factor calculated from the
formula (1) was equal to ζ = 0.375.

The testing objects
The testing objects made of D16CzATW aluminium alloy
are shown in Fig. 6. Their basic mechanical properties including
cyclic ones were determined with the use of the ﬂat unnotched
(plain) specimens whose shape and dimensions are given in
Fig. 6a. The tests for veriﬁcation of the calculation method in
question were conducted on the plate specimens with rivet holes,
Fig. 6b, as well as on the riveted structural element, Fig. 6c. The

Results of the tests
The monotonic tension test was conducted on the standard
specimens acc. PN-EN 10002-1+AC1 standard (Fig. 6a) with
the use of Instron 8502 test machine equipped with suitable
instruments and programs. The test results are presented in
Tab. 2.
In Tab. 3 are given the data concerning fatigue properties of
D16CzATW aluminium alloy in the range of high-cyclic fatigue
(HCF) under sinusoidal pulsating load conditions.
The complete Wöhler’s diagram for the plain specimens,
together with the depicted points of experimental results, is
presented in Fig. 7.
The pulsating load conforms the best to the operational load
assumed for the tests in question (Fig. 4).

Experimental determination of value of the
power exponent r
In order to obtain a value of the power exponent r the
experiment was performed in compliance with the method
above described in p. 3.1. To this end, the tests were conducted

Tab. 1. Chemical composition of D16CzATW aluminium alloy

Alloy
Cu
Mg
Mn
Zn(*)
Fe(*)
Si(*)
Other(*)
D16Cz
3.8 ÷ 4.9
1.2 ÷ 1.8
0.3 ÷ 0.9
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.05
Pure alloy (Cz). cladded with AD1plating of normal thickness (A). in supersaturated and natural ageing state
(T). intended for covering (W)
Tab. 2. Static properties of plates made of D16CzATW aluminium alloy

Rm
[MPa]
460

Re
[MPa]
336

Rm
[MPa]
613

E
[MPa]
68402

A
[%]
25.2

Z
[%]
28.1

Tab. 3. Cyclic properties of plates made of D16CzATW aluminium alloy

Load
Pulsating
R=0

Wöhler equation
m = 5.3107
SmN = C
C = 2164.7

Fatigue limit [MPa]

Limit number of cycles

Sf(0) = 113.2

N = 6.4·106

POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 3/2010
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Fig. 6. The tested objects: a) the plain specimen prepared acc. PN-74/H-04327 standard, b) the specimen with rivet holes, c) the riveted structural element

on six specimens under random loading conditions (Fig. 4)
on the mean level of the maximum stress SmaxA = 350 [MPa].
The fatigue-life test results are presented in Tab. 4. The mean
fatigue life value amounts to Nc = 0,953.
By transforming the formulae (4) and (5) the following is
obtained:
(8)
hence:
(9)

Fig. 7. Wöhler diagram for D16CzATW aluminium alloy, determined under
pulsating stress conditions (R = 0)

12
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For SmaxA = 350 [MPa], m = 5.3107, and C = 2164.7 [MPa]
(Tab.3), from the formula (6) N = 1.56·104 is calculated.

Tab. 4. Results of the fatigue-life tests under random loading conditions, for the stress value Smax = 350 [MPa]

No. of specimen

1

2

3

4

5

6

Mean fatigue life value Nc

Fatigue life NCi

1.183

0.71

0.864

0.715

1.031

1.215

0.953

As results from the data contained in p. 3, the spectrum ﬁlling
factor amounts to ζ = 0.375.
On substitution of the above mentioned data to the formula
(9) r = 0.36 is obtained.
The value is contained within the variability limits r = 0.2 ÷ 0.4
determined for steel specimens and elements, [10].

Experimental veriﬁcation of results
of fatigue life calculation
Fatigue life calculations and tests of plain specimens
Comparison of results of calculations with those of fatigue
life tests on the plain specimens made of D16CzATW alloy
is mainly aimed at veriﬁcation of the calculation method
assumptions formulated in p. 2 of this work, throughout the
whole variability range of the stresses Smax in the loading
spectrum.
The following data were asssumed for the calculations:
- the spectrum ﬁlling factor – in accordance with p. 3.2:
ζ = 0.375
- the power exponent – in accordance with p. 3.5: r = 0.36
- the Wöhler diagram – in accordance with the data of Tab. 3
- described by the formula:

Comparison of the Gassner diagrams determined on the
basis of the calculations and tests is shown in Fig. 9.
From the diagrams of Fig. 9 result only slight differences
between the calculated fatigue life and the experimentally
determined. The relative deviation calculated from the formula
(11) amounts – in extreme cases – to: δN = 5.4% for Smax = 450
[MPa], δN = 10% for Smax = 150MPa.

(6a)

(11)

The formula (7) for fatigue life calculation takes the form:

The δN values which do not exceed 10% in relation to the
results of the fatigue life calculations, should be considered very
small. The very high calculation accuracy results mainly from
the way of determining the power exponent r in the formula
(8) on the basis of the experiment for the mean values of Smax.
However this analysis is aimed at showing that in the whole
Smax variability range from 150 to 450 [MPa] the assumptions
for the calculation method are correct.

(4a)
Results of the calculations are presented in Tab. 5, row 4
and 5.
The tests of the plain specimens made of D16CzATW alloy
were peformed under the random load conditions described
in p. 3.2. The tests were conducted on 30 specimens, for 9
loading levels, namely: 450, 440, 400, 360, 350, 320, 300,
280 and 250 [MPa].
Results of the tests together with the Gassner diagram based
on them are presented in Fig. 8.
The diagram is described by the formula:
(10)
Results of the calculations of NCex values from the formula
(10) for selected levels of Smax, are presented in Tab. 5, row
6 and 7.

Fig. 8. Gassner fatigue life diagram (a) for plain specimens made
of D16CzATW aluminium alloy

Fatigue life calculations and tests of the notched
specimens (acc. Fig. 6b)
The analysis described in this point is mainly aimed
at demonstrating that the data concerning the exponent r
determined from standard plain specimens can be used as the
basis for the calculations in the case of notched specimens and
complex structural elements.
The testing and calculating methods are the same as in p.
3.6a, it means that Wöhler fatigue diagram, loading spectrum

Tab. 5. Results of the fatigue life calculations and tests of the plain specimens made of D16CzATW alloy

1.

Smax

150

200

250.4

300

350

2.

Log N

6.1443

5.4823

4.9687

4.5490

4.1944

3.

N

1.4·106

3.036·105

9.3·104

3.54·104

1.56·104

8.7427

7.8041

7.0729

6.4755

5.9707

4.
5.
6.
7.

logN
NC

obl
C

obl

logNCex
NC

ex

8

5.53·10

8.7001
8

5.014·10

7

6.37·10

1.18·10

2.99·10

9.35·105

7.7759

7.0588

6.4728

5.9777

7

5.97·10

7

7

1.1·10

6

6

2.87·10

9.5·105
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Fig. 9. Fatigue life diagrams for plain specimens made of D16CzATW aluminium alloy: a) experimentally determined under random loading conditions,
b) based on calculations acc. formula (4a), shown against the Wöhler diagram (c)

parameters as well as values of the power exponent r constitute
the basis for the calculations. The experimental tests of the
elements were conducted under the random loading conditions
described in p. 3.2.
The Wöhler fatigue diagram for the plate with rivet holes,
made of D16CzATW aluminum alloy, is shown in Fig. 10.

The diagram is described by the formula:
(12)
Results of the fatigue life tests under operational loading are
shown in the Gassner diagram form in Fig. 11, and the formula
(13) provides its description.
Fig. 11. The Gassner fatigue diagram for the plate with rivet
holes (acc. Fig.6b), made of D16CzATW aluminum alloy
(13)
The results of the calculations and tests are collected in
Tab. 6, like in the case of the plain specimens. The data given
in the row 4 and 5, Tab. 6, were calculated on the basis of the
formula (4a).
The results of the calculations and tests given in Tab. 6 are
graphically presented in the diagrams of Fig. 12.
The maximum relative differences between the calculation
and test results, determined from the formula (11) amount
to: δN = -124% for Smax = 150 [MPa], and δN = 42% for
Smax = 400 [MPa].

Fig. 10. The Wöhler fatigue diagram for the plate with rivet holes
(acc. Fig.6b), made of D16CzATW aluminum alloy

Tab. 6. Results of the fatigue life calculations and tests of the plates with rivet holes (acc. Fig.6b), made of D16CzATW alloy

1.

Smax

150

2.

Log N

5.3193

4.8433

4.4741

4.1725

2.98·10

1.49·10

8.27·103

4.

logNCobl

7.5720

6.8944

6.3689

5.9396

5.5764

5.

NCobl

3.73·107

7.84·106

2.34·106

8.7·105

3.77·105

7.2206

6.7144

6.3217

6.0008

5.7296

6

6

7.

NC

7

1.66·10
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6

5.18·10

2.1·10

4

3.9174

6.97·10

ex

4

350

2.9·10

logN

4

300

N

ex
C

5

250

3.

6.

14

200

1.0·10

5.36·105

Fig. 12. Results of the fatigue life calculations and tests of the plates with rivet holes (acc. Fig. 6b), made of D16CzATW aluminum alloy:
a) experimentally determined under random load conditions, b) based on the calculations, shown against the Wöhler diagram (c)

The above presented differences in the results of fatigue
life analysis are relatively small as compared with the results
available by means of other methods.
Fatigue life calculations and tests
of the riveted elements (acc. Fig. 6c)
As the run of calculations and tests of the plates with rivet
holes and the riveted elements is identical, in this point only
the relevant formulae, diagrams and table are included.
In Fig. 13 the Wöhler diagram for the riveted element acc.
Fig. 6c is presented, and in Fig. 14 – the results of the tests
under operational loading conditions.
The diagrams of Fig. 13 and 14 are respectively described
as follows:
- the Wöhler diagram

Fig. 13. The Wöhler diagram for the riveted element
(acc. Fig. 6c) made of D16CzATW aluminum alloy

(14)
- the Gassner diagram
(15)

The fatigue life according to the proposed method was
calculated by using the formula (4a).
In the diagrams of Fig. 15 the results of the calculations
and tests given in Tab. 7 are graphically compared with the
Wöhler diagram.

Tab. 7. Results of the fatigue life calculations and tests of the riveted elements (acc. Fig.6c), made of D16CzATW alloy

1.

Smax

150

200

250

300

350

2.

Log N

5.8421

5.2114

4.7222

4.3225

5

5

4

4

3.9846

3.

N

6.9·10

1.6·10

5.3·10

2.1·10

9.65·103

4.

logNCobl

8.3162

7.4184

6.7220

6.1530

5.6721

5.

NCobl

2.07·108

2.6·107

5.27·106

1.4·106

4.6·105

7.5340

6.9682

6.5293

6.1584

5.8675

7

6

6

6

6.
7.

logN
NC

ex
C

ex

3.4·10

9.3·10

3.4·10

1.4·10

7.37·105
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SUMMARY
-

-

Fig. 14. The Gassner fatigue life diagram for the riveted element
(acc. Fig. 6c) made of D16CzATW aluminum alloy

As results from the comparison, the greatest differences
between the experimentally determined fatigue life and that
calculated appear at the ends of the stress range used for the
analysis in question. The relative values of the differences
calculated according to the formula (11) amount to: δN = 0.37
for Smax = 250 [MPa], and δN = -5.08 for Smax = 150 [MPa].
The calculated differences for the riveted element are greater
than those for the plate with rivet holes. The fact results from
the greater spread of results of fatigue life tests of the riveted
element which is deemed incommensurably more complex
from the point of view of run of fatigue process depending on
various factors.
If the spread band of the test results is taken into account
on the conﬁdence level of 0.95 then the fatigue life calculation
results are contained within the band.

-

-

The discussed calculation method for fatigue life of structural
elements, based on statistical relations between the fatigue
diagrams determined under constant - amplitude loading
conditions (Wöhler diagrams) and those determined under
random loading conditions characteristic for operational
conditions of structural elements (Gassner diagrams),
constitutes an essential contribution to the calculation
methods based on phenomenological hypotheses of fatigue
damage summation.
Formulation of the assumptions for the proposed method
is described in the publications [2] and [17] which also
contain the experimental veriﬁcation of the method, based
on the comparison between the calculation results and those
obtained from the tests on steel elements, performed in
the loading conditions characterized by different values of
the spectrum ﬁlling factor ζ (0.34; 0.56; 0.77). The crucial
conclusion resulting from the analysis is that the analyzed
calculation method may be effectively applied to load
spectra irrespective of values of their factor ζ.
In this work the applicability analysis of the specimens and
structural elements made of the D16CzATW aluminum alloy
used in aircraft industry, has been performed. And, its original
element, as compared with earlier publications, is the proof
that the parameters which appear in the formula for calculating
the fatigue life determined from standard specimens, are also
applicable to calculations of complex structural elements;
the statement mainly concerns value of the power exponent
r appearing in the formulae (5) and (7).
The comparative analysis of the calculation and experimental
test results showed a satisfactory conformity and possible
practical application of the proposed method to structural

Fig. 15. Graphical comparison of the results of the calculations and tests presented in Tab.7: a) experimentally determined under random load conditions;
b) based on the calculations; shown against the Wöhler diagram (c)
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design process when, as real material objects are lacking,
only scarce data on operational conditions (data on
measured loads) and on design features of such objects
(being in statu nascendi), are at one’s disposal.
This work has been elaborated in the frame of the research
project No. 7 T07B 01018 ﬁnancially supported by the Ministry
of Science and Higher Education.
NOMENCLATURE
ζ
S
Smax

Smin

Sm

Sa
Sai
i
ti =
ni
nc
nλi
nλc
λ
N
Ni
Nc
F(S)
mo
Ci m
Co
Sf(0)
δw
Indices
ex
obl

– spectrum ﬁlling factor
– stress (general notation), [MPa]
– maximum stress: in a sinusoidal cycle, an
analyzed section of random stresses (e.g.
a measuring section of operational loading),
loading spectrum, or loading programme,
[MPa]
– minimum stress: in a sinusoidal cycle, an
analyzed section of random stresses (e.g.
a measuring section of operational loading),
loading spectrum, or loading programme,
[MPa]
– mean stress value: in a sinusoidal cycle, an
analyzed section of random stresses (e.g.
a measuring section of operational loading),
loading spectrum, or loading programme,
[MPa]
– stress amplitude in a sinusoidal cycle
– stress amplitude in loading cycles: sinusoidal
of i-th step, a loading spectrum or loading
programme
– number of a step in a loading spectrum or
loading programme
– fraction of number of Sai - amplitude cycles in
total number of cycles appearing in a loading
spectrum or programme
– number of Sai - amplitude cycles appearing in
a loading spectrum
– total number of cycles within a loading
spectrum
– number of Sai - amplitude cycles within
a loading programme period
– total number of cycles within a loading
programme
– number of repetitions of a loading programme
period up to fatigue fracture
– number of cycles (general notation)
– number of cycles to fatigue fracture in
sinusoidal Sai – amplitude loading conditions
– fatigue life
– distribution of values of sinusoidal cycles
– parameter in the formulae which describe
Wöhler diagram
– parameters in the formulae which describe
Gassner fatigue life diagram, Eq. (3)
– constant value in the formula which describe
Wöhler diagram of exponential form
– fatigue limit at the stress ratio R = 0 (pulsating
load)
– relative difference between fatigue life test and
calculation results (see Eq. (11)).
– stands for operational results or values
– stands for calculation results or values.
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Theoretical and mathematical models of the
torque of mechanical losses in a hydraulic
rotational motor for hydrostatic drive
Zygmunt Paszota, Prof.
Gdansk University of Technology

Abstract
The paper presents theoretical and mathematical models of the torque of mechanical losses
in a hydraulic rotational motor with constant capacity qMt per one shaft revolution (with
constant theoretical working volume VMt) and with variable capacity qMgv = bM qMt per
one shaft revolution (with variable geometrical working volume VMgv). The models are
to be used in the laboratory and simulation investigations of motor energy losses aimed
at evaluation of the motor energy efﬁciency and hydrostatic drive efﬁciency.
Keywords: hydrostatic drive; hydraulic motor; energy efﬁciency

INTRODUCTION
The paper is a continuation of references [1÷10], aimed
at developing a method of evaluation of the losses and
energy efﬁciency of the hydrostatic drives and displacement
machines used in them. The method is based on theoretical and
mathematical descriptions of losses in the pumps, hydraulic
motors and in other elements of a hydrostatic drive system.
Description of the hydraulic motor losses and energy
efﬁciency is based on the diagram of the direction of increasing
power stream in a rotational hydraulic motor, which is
introduced instead of the Sankey diagram (Fig.1 [10]).
The aim of the paper is to present theoretical and
mathematical models of torque of mechanical losses in the
rotational hydraulic motor „shaft – working chambers”
assembly. The motor is a displacement machine with constant
theoretical capacity qMt per one shaft revolution (with constant
motor theoretical working volume VMt) or with variable
geometrical capacity qMgv = bM qMt per one shaft revolution (with
variable motor geometrical working volume VMgv).
The models are to be used in the laboratory and simulation
investigation of the motor energy losses, motor energy
efﬁciency and hydrostatic drive efﬁciency.

THEORETICAL MODELS OF THE
TORQUE MMm OF MECHANICAL LOSSES
IN THE MOTOR „SHAFT – WORKING
CHAMBERS” ASSEMBLY
Torque MMi indicated in the rotational hydraulic motor
working chambers must be greater than torque MM loading
the motor shaft (torque required by the driven machine
(device)) because of the necessity of balancing also the
18
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torque MMm of mechanical losses in the „shaft – working
chambers” assembly. The assembly connects the shaft
with working chambers, forms the working chambers and
changes their capacity. Therefore, the torque MMi indicated
in the motor working chambers is a sum of torque MM loading
the shaft and of torque MMm of mechanical losses:

MMi = MM + MMm

(1)

Torque MMm of mechanical losses in a rotational hydraulic
motor with variable geometrical capacity qMgv per one shaft
revolution is, with maximum value of qMgv, i.e. with qMgv =
qMt (with coefﬁcient bM = qMgv/qMt =1), equal to the torque
of mechanical losses in the motor working with constant
theoretical capacity qMt per one shaft revolution. The theoretical
and mathematical models describing the torque M Mm of
mechanical losses in the „shaft – working chambers” assembly
of a motor with variable capacity qMgv per one shaft revolution
(with variable bM coefﬁcient) may be described with reference
to models of the torque MMm of mechanical losses in the
assembly of a motor with constant capacity qMt per one shaft
revolution (with bM = 1).
Torque M Mm of mechanical losses in a rotational
hydraulic motor is mainly an effect of friction forces
between elements of the „shaft – working chambers”
assembly, dependent, among others, on the torque MM
loading the shaft.
Friction forces between the elements of the „shaft
– working chambers” assembly are, to some extent, an
effect of loading those elements by inertia forces from the
rotational and reciprocating motion, dependent on the shaft
rotational speed nM and on the motor capacity qMgv per one
shaft revolution (bM coefﬁcient).

There are also friction forces between the „shaft
– working chambers” assembly elements and the working
ﬂuid, dependent on the ﬂuid viscosity ν and on the shaft
rotational speed nM and also on the motor capacity qMgv per
one shaft revolution (bM coefﬁcient). The impact of working
ﬂuid viscosity ν on the friction forces between elements of the
„shaft – working chambers” assembly and the working ﬂuid
is visible mainly in the piston hydraulic motors with casing
ﬁlled with ﬂuid.
Torque MM loading the motor shaft and the shaft rotational
speed nM required by the driven machine (device) change in the
(0 ≤
<
,0≤
<
) hydrostatic drive operating
range. The kinematic viscosity ν of working ﬂuid (hydraulic oil,
oil – water emulsion) changes in the νmin ≤ ν ≤ νmax range.
MM, nM and ν are parameters independent of the motor and
of the losses in that motor. In models applied to motor with
variable capacity qMgv = bM qMt per one shaft revolution, the
change of qMgv (bM) is assumed in the 0 ≤ qMgv ≤ qMt (0 ≤ bM ≤ 1)

– the impact of required shaft rotational speed nM and
value of the coefﬁcient bM = qMgv/qMt on the load of the
assembly elements with inertia forces,
– the impact of working ﬂuid viscosity ν, nM and bM on the
friction forces between elements and working ﬂuid,
in consequence, the impact of nM, bM and ν on the torque
MMm of mechanical losses in the motor can be determined
with the shaft loading torque equal to zero (MM = 0),
because the inertia forces of the assembly elements and
friction forces between the elements and working ﬂuid are
independent of the torque MM loading the motor shaft:

MMm|M

M

,n ,b ,ν
M M M

; torque M Mm|M

M M

=0,n ,b ,ν
M
M M

of

mechanical losses occurs in an unloaded motor (when the
torque MM required of the motor is equal to zero – MM = 0) and
the increase ΔMMm|M ,n ,b ,ν of the torque of mechanical losses is
M M M

an effect of loading the „shaft – working chambers” assembly
elements by the increasing shaft loading torque MM:

ΔMMm|M

= MMm|M

+

(4)

M M M

– working chambers” assembly by a theoretical model in the
form:

MMm|M

M M M

and increase ΔM Mm|M

= f(nM, bM, ν)

The above mentioned assumptions allow to describe
the torque MMm|M ,n ,b ,ν of mecha-nical losses in the „shaft

range, although in fact bMmin is of the 0.2 ÷ 0.3 order.
Torque MMm|M ,n ,b ,ν of mechanical losses in a hydraulic
motor operating with torque MM and speed nM required by the
driven machine (device) (the motor having capacity qMgv per one
shaft revolution (bM coefﬁcient) and fed with working ﬂuid of
viscosity ν) can be described as a sum of torque MMm|M =0,n ,b ,ν

M=0,nM,bM,ν

M,nM,bM,ν

= MMm|M

M=0,nM,bM,ν

+
(5)

+ ΔMMm|M

M,nMt,bM=1,νn

In a hydraulic motor with theoretical (constant) capacity
qMt per one shaft revolution (bM = 1), operating with theoretical
(constant) shaft rotational speed nMt and the working ﬂuid
reference (constant) viscosity ν n, the theoretical model
describing the torque of mechanical losses in the assembly
takes the form (Fig.1):

MMm|M

M,nMt,bM=1,νn

= MMm|M

M=0,nMt,bM=1,νn

+
(6)

+ ΔMMm|M

M,nMt,bM=1,νn

(2)

The impact of inertia forces of the „shaft – working
chambers” assembly elements performing the rotational
and reciprocating motion on the torque MMm|M =0,n ,b ,ν of

In constructing the theoretical and mathematical models
describing the torque ΔMMm|M ,n ,b ,ν of mechanical losses in

mechanical losses in an unloaded motor may be presented
as a function of the motor shaft rotational speed nM and as
a function of geometrical capacity qMgv (bM coefﬁcient) per
one shaft revolution.
The impact of the friction forces between the „shaft
– working chambers” assembly elements and the working
ﬂuid on the torque MMm|M =0,n ,b ,ν of the mechanical losses

M,nM,bM,ν

M=0,nM,bM,ν

+ ΔMMm|M

M,nM,bM,ν

M

M M M

a rotational hydraulic motor, an assumption is made that the
increase ΔMMm|M ,n ,b ,ν of the torque of the mechanical
M M M

losses in the „shaft – working chambers” assembly, as an
effect of the increasing required torque MM loading the
motor shaft, is practically independent of:
– required shaft rotational speed nM,
– value of the bM = qMgv/qMt coefﬁcient of capacity per one
shaft revolution,
– working ﬂuid viscosity ν.
An assumption was also made in the proposed models, that
increase ΔMMm|M ,n ,b ,ν of the torque of the mechanical
M M M

losses is determined at the speed nM = nMt i.e. equal to the
motor shaft theoretical speed, at the coefﬁcient bM = 1
(with qMgv = qMt) and at ν = νn i.e. working ﬂuid reference
viscosity νn:

ΔMMm|M

M,nM,bM,ν

= ΔMMm|M

= f(MM) =

M,nMt,bM=1,νn

(3)

∼ MM

M

M M

M M

in an unloaded motor may be presented as a function of the
working ﬂuid viscosity ν and as a function of the motor shaft
rotational speed nM and of the capacity qMgv (coefﬁcient bM)
per one shaft revolution.
The proposed theoretical models describing the torque
MMm|M =0,n ,b ,ν of mechanical losses in the „shaft – working
M

M M

chambers” assembly of an unloaded hydraulic motor
(with torque MM = 0), with changing shaft speed nM, with
theoretical (constant) capacity qMt (bM = 1) or geometrical
(variable) capacity qMgv (bM) of the motor per one shaft
revolution and with changing working ﬂuid viscosity ν,
take the form:
• in a hydraulic motor with theoretical (constant) capacity
qMt (bM = 1) per one shaft revolution (Fig. 2):

In constructing the theoretical and mathematical models
describing the torque MMm|M ,n ,b ,ν of mechanical losses in

(7)

M M M

the „shaft – working chambers” assembly it was also assumed
that:
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where:

(8)

•

in a hydraulic motor with geometrical (variable) capacity
qMgv (qMgv = bM qMt) per one shaft revolution (Fig. 5):

In models describing the torque of mechanical losses in
a rotational hydraulic motor, used for description of losses
and energy efﬁciency of the motor and of the hydrostatic
transmission system in the (0 ≤
<
,0≤
<
)
operating ﬁeld, the increase of torque of mechanical losses
occurring in fact at the motor speed nM approaching the zero
value (nM = 0) is not taken into account. That increase occurs
below the shaft critical speed nMcr. The motor rotational speed
instability δnM increases below the critical speed nMcr and
in effect the torque MMm of mechanical losses in the „shaft
– working chambers” assembly increases. Assessment of
the value of torque MMm|M =0,n =0,b ,ν of mechanical losses
M

(9)

where:

M

M n

in a motor with zero rotational speed nM (nM = 0) is done by
approximation of the function MMm|M =0,n ,b ,ν = f (nM) at
M
M M n
nM = 0.
Exponent aνm in expressions (7) and (9) determines the
impact of the ratio ν/νn of viscosity ν to the reference viscosity
νn = 35mm2s-1 of the working ﬂuid on the value of torque
of mechanical losses. The impact occurs mainly in a piston
displacement machines with ﬂuid ﬁlling the casing (in pumps
and hydraulic motors).
The proposed theoretical model of the increase of
torque ΔMMm|M ,n ,b ,ν of mecha-nical losses in a rotational
M M M

(10)

It is assumed in expressions (9) and (10) that the torque
MMm|M =0,n =0,b ,ν of mechanical losses in the „shaft – working
M

M

(11)

M n

chambers” assembly of an unloaded hydraulic motor (MM = 0)
with geometrical (variable) capacity qMgv (qMgv = bM qMt) per one
shaft revolution and with zero shaft rotational speed (nM = 0) is
practically independent of the coefﬁcient bM of capacity per one
shaft revolution and can be determined for bM = 1. Therefore
the following simplifying assumption is accepted:

MMm|M

hydraulic motor, the increase resulting from loading the
motor shaft with torque MM, takes the same form in the
case of a motor with theoretical (constant) capacity qMt per
one shaft revolution (bM = 1) and in the case of a motor with
geometrical (variable) capacity qMgv per one shaft revolution
(qMgv = bM qMt):
• in a hydraulic motor with theoretical (constant) capacity
qMt (bM = 1) per one shaft revolution (Fig. 1 and 3):

M=0,nM=0,bM=0,νn

= MMm|MM=0,nM=0,bM,νn =

•

in a hydraulic motor with geometrical (variable) capacity
qMgv (qMgv = bM qMt) per one shaft revolution (Fig. 4 and 5):
(12)

= MMm|MM=0,nM=0,bM=1,νn
In effect, the proposed theoretical models describing the torque MMm of mechanical losses in a hydraulic rotational
motor take the forms:
• in a hydraulic motor with theoretical (constant) capacity qMt (bM = 1) per one shaft revolution (Fig. 3):

(13)
•

in a hydraulic motor with geometrical (variable) capacity qMgv (qMgv = bM qMt) per one shaft revolution (Fig. 4 – with nMt, νn,
Fig. 6 – with νmin, νn, νmax):

(14)
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Fig. 1. Torque MMm|M

,n ,b =1,ν
M Mt M
n

of mechanical losses in the „shaft – working chambers” assembly of a rotational hydraulic motor with constant capacity qMt

per one shaft revolution (bM = 1), at the shaft theoretical rotational speed nMt and at the working ﬂuid reference viscosity νn , as a function of the motor shaft
torque MM – graphical interpretation of the theoretical model (6)

Fig. 2. Torque MMm|M

M

=0,n ,b =1,ν
M M

of mechanical losses in the „shaft – working chambers” assembly of a rotational hydraulic motor with constant capacity qMt

per one shaft revolution (bM =1), at shaft torque MM = 0, as a function of the ratio ν/νn of viscosity ν to the working ﬂuid reference viscosity νn – graphical
interpretation of the theoretical models (7) and (8); motor shaft speeds: nM = 0, nM, nMt. The impact of working ﬂuid viscosity ν on friction forces between the
„shaft – working chambers” assembly elements and the working ﬂuid occurs mainly in the piston hydraulic motors with casing ﬁlled with the working ﬂuid.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF THE
TORQUE OF MECHANICAL LOSSES
In mathematical models describing the torque MMm of
mechanical losses in a hydraulic rotational motor coefﬁcients
ki of losses are used relating (comparing) the components
describing the torque MMm of losses in theoretical models
to the following reference values:

− theoretical torque

of a hydraulic motor with

theoretical (constant) capacity qMt per one shaft resolution,
determined at the decrease of ∆pM of pressure in the motor

equal to the system nominal pressure pn (∆pM = pn) and with
assumption that there are no pressure and mechanical losses
in the motor,
− theoretical rotational speed nMt of a hydraulic motor with
constant capacity qMt per one shaft revolution resulting
from the motor capacity QM equal to the theoretical pump
QPt

,

− theoretical capacity QPt of the hydraulic motor driving

pump – a product of the theoretical capacity qPt per one
shaft revolution of the constant capacity pump and the shaft
speed nP0 of an unloaded pump (QPt = qPt nP0).
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Fig. 3. Torque MMm|M

,n ,b =1,ν
M M M

of m echanical losses in the „shaft – working chambers” assembly of a rotational hydraulic motor with constant capacity qMt

per one shaft revolution (bM =1), as a function of the motor shaft torque MM – graphical interpretation of the theoretical model (13); motor shaft speeds:
theoretical speed nMt, nM = 0; working ﬂuid viscosity νmin, νn and νmax. The impact of working ﬂuid viscosity ν on friction forces between the „shaft – working
chambers” assembly elements and the working ﬂuid occurs mainly in the piston hydraulic motors with casing ﬁlled with the working ﬂuid.

Fig. 4. Torque MMm|M

,n ,b ,ν
M Mt M n

of mechanical losses in the „shaft – working chambers” assembly of a rotational hydraulic motor with variable capacity

qMgv = bM qMt per one shaft revolution, at theoretical shaft rotatio-nal speed nMt and at working ﬂuid reference viscosity νn, as a function of the motor shaft
torque MM – graphical interpretation of the theoretical model (14); capacity qMgv per one shaft revolution (coefﬁcient bM of the change of capacity per one
shaft revolution): qMgv = 0 (bM = 0), qMgv (bM ), qMgv = qMt (bM = 1)

Theoretical and mathematical models describe the torque
MMm of mechanical losses in a rotational hydraulic motor with
theoretical (constant) capacity qMt per one shaft revolution or
with geometrical (variable) capacity qMgv = bM qMt per one shaft
revolution:
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− qMt = qM|Δp

=0,p
=0,ν
Mi
M2i
n

is a theoretical capacity per one shaft

resolution of a constant ca-pacity motor, determined at
∆pMi = 0, pM2i = 0 and νn, which is equal to the theoretical
active volume of the working chambers during one shaft
revolution,

Fig. 5. Torque MMm|M

M

=0,n ,b ,ν
M M

of mechanical losses in the „shaft – working chambers” assembly of a rotational hydraulic motor with variable capacity

qMgv = bM qMt per one shaft resolution, at the shaft torque MM = 0 as a function of the ratio ν/νn of viscosity ν to the working ﬂuid reference viscosity νn
– graphical interpretation of the theoretical models (9) and (10); motor shaft speeds: theoretical speed nMt, nM = 0; capacity qMgv per one shaft revolution
(coefﬁcient bM of the change of capacity per one shaft revolution)): qMgv = 0 (bM = 0), qMgv = (bM ), qMgv = qMt (bM = 1). The impact of working ﬂuid viscosity ν
on friction forces between the „shaft – working chambers” assembly elements and the working ﬂuid occurs mainly in the piston hydraulic motors with casing
ﬁlled with the working ﬂuid.

Fig. 6. Torque MMm|M

,n ,b ,ν
M M M

of mechanical losses in the „shaft – working chambers” assembly of a rotational hydraulic motor with variable capacity

qMgv = bM qMt per one shaft revolution as a function of the motor shaft torque MM – graphical interpretation of the theoretical model (14); motor shaft speeds:
theoretical speed nMt, nM = 0; capacity qMgv per one shaft revolution (coefﬁcient bM of the change of capacity per one shaft revolution): qMgv = 0 (bM = 0),
qMgv (bM ), qMgv = qMt (bM = 1). The impact of working ﬂuid viscosity ν on friction forces between the „shaft – working chambers” assembly elements and the
working ﬂuid occurs mainly in the piston hydraulic motors with casing ﬁlled with the working ﬂuid

− qMgv = bM qMt is a geometrical capacity per one shaft revolution

of a variable capacity motor, determined at ∆pMi = 0, pM2i = 0
and νn, which is equal to the geometrical active volume
of the working chambers during one shaft revolution.
In developing the models it is assumed that capacity
qMgv per one hydraulic motor shaft revolution changes
in the 0 ≤ qMgv ≤ qMt range and coefﬁcient bM = qMgv/qMt

of the variation of capacity per one motor shaft revolution
changes in the 0 ≤ bM ≤ 1 range.
The proposed mathematical models describing the torque
MMm of mechanical losses in the „shaft – working chambers”
assembly, related to the theoretical models of the torque of
mechanical losses, take the form:
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 3/2010
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•

in a hydraulic motor with theoretical (constant) capacity qMt
(bM = 1) per one shaft revolution [referring to theoretical
model (13)]:

bM = qMgv/qMt of the capacity per one shaft revolution) in
a variable capacity motor. In the models, the change of qMgv
(bM) is assumed in the 0 ≤ qMgv ≤ qMt (0 ≤ bM ≤ 1) range,
although during the motor operation bMmin is of the order
of 0.2 ÷ 0.3.

(15)

2. Mathematical models of the torque MMm of mechanical
losses are based on the deﬁned coefﬁcients ki of energy
losses, relating the torque of mechanical losses to the
reference values:
– theoretical torque MMt of the motor with theoretical
(constant) capacity q Mt per one shaft revolution
determined at the system nominal pressure pn,
– theoretical rotational speed nMt of the motor with
theoretical (constant) capacity qMt per one shaft revolution
resulting from the pump theoretical capacity Q Pt.

where:

(16)

(17)

3. Mathematical models of the torque MMm of mechanical
losses in the „shaft – working chambers” assembly should
correspond with models of volumetric losses in the motor
working chambers and with models of pressure losses in
the motor channels.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

(18)

•

in a hydraulic motor with geometrical (variable) capacity
qMgv (qMgv = bM qMt) per one shaft revolution [referring to
theoretical model (14)]:

(19)

where: coefﬁcient k 7.1.1 is described by expression (16),
coefﬁcient k7.1.2 – by expression (17), coefﬁcient k7.2 – by
expression (18).

CONCLUSIONS
1. Theoretical and mathematical models have been developed
of the torque MMm of mechanical losses in the „shaft
– working chambers” assembly of a rotational hydraulic
motor with constant qMt (VMt) and with variable qMgv (VMgv)
capacity per one motor shaft revolution.
The models present dependence of the torque MMm of
mechanical losses in the assembly on the torque MM
loading the shaft and on the shaft speed nM [changing in the
(0≤
<
, 0≤
<
) motor (and the hydrostatic
transmission system) operating range] and also on the
working ﬂuid viscosity ν changing in the νmin ≤ ν ≤ νmax range.
Torque MM, shaft speed nM and working ﬂuid viscosity ν are
independent of the motor and of the losses in it.
The models present also the dependence of torque MMm
on the capacity qMgv per one shaft revolution (coefﬁcient
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Investigation of the underwater noise produced
by ships by means of intensity method
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents results of research on spectral structure of underwater noise acoustic ﬁeld radiated
into water by selected ships moving in shallow waters. Underwater acoustic ﬁeld of ships in motion is
associated with acoustic activity of ship mechanisms and equipment under work. Vibration energy radiated
by the mechanisms and devices is transmitted by ship structural elements to surrounding water where it is
propagated in the form of acoustic waves of a wide frequency band. In this paper are presented results of
the research on propagation of energy of acoustic waves in the near ﬁel, obtained from acoustic pressure
measurements by means of two sensors located close to each other.
Keywords: energy, propagation, hydroacoustics

INTRODUCTION
Research on spectral structures of underwater noise
generated to water by vessels of different classes have been
used for many years in the detection, location and identiﬁcation
systems, and also in the homing guidance and initiation units
of sea weapons systems.
Underwater sound ﬁeld of the vessels is connected with the
activity of acoustic wave sources installed on ships, i.e. ship
mechanisms and equipment (main engines, generators, gears,
pumps, shaft lines, pipes, ducts, etc.) and hydrodynamic sources
such as screw propeller and water ﬂow around the hull.
Theoretical estimation of the level of acoustic energy
near the wave source and attempts to present the vertical and
horizontal distribution of energy in the plane of trajectory
are difﬁcult and currently not very effective. This follows
from the fact that the theoretical model of extended source,
which is a superposition of several different types of sources
of acoustic waves, namely those due to water ﬂow (propeller
ﬂow, ﬂow around the hull), ship hull vibration and cavitation,
makes that their full description is extremely complicated
and difﬁcult to apply in practice. A great difﬁculty is the
necessity to take into account the inﬂuence of surface limiting
water environment (free surface and bottom of sea). The
next difﬁculty is the fact that the waves generated by a ship
to water near the sources are non-stationary and nonlinear.
It seems that many unknown variable parameters which
shape acoustics of the near ﬁeld of ships make application of
adequate numerical models to solve this problem, impossible.
For this reason, in practice, the measurements are performed
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in natural conditions at various depths of ship operation and
various set of points of their propulsion systems, and then
results of the measurements are recorded and archived in
digital form in specialty systems.
To-be-archived sound pressure measurements should be
recorded in the far ﬁeld zone [1, 2] i.e. where the following
condition is satisﬁed:

d2 » rλ/2π or Δr « λ

(1)

where:
r - the distance between source and receiver,
Δr - distance between sensors,
d - maximum linear dimension of the active part of
transmitter,
λ - acoustic wave length.
For the assumed depth of the coastal water region, amounting
from 10 to 70 m at which underwater noise measurements are
made, the condition of the far ﬁeld would be satisﬁed for the
frequency f 31000 [Hz] in the trial area situated at the depth
of 10 m. This limitation is also dependent on radiating surface
dimension and sound propagation velocity in water.
The sound pressure measurement performed on the
measurement depths, does not allow to precisely characterize
acoustic ﬁeld distribution of vessel in motion. Characteristic
components of the spectrum generated by the main and
auxiliary mechanisms, propeller, shaft line of ships of different
classes are contained in the frequency band up to about 150
[Hz]. Sample distributions of hydroacoustic ﬁelds of selected
vessels are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Example acoustic spectrograms and power spectra of vessels, where:
1 - ship with turbine propulsion system, 2 - ship with conventional propulsion system,
a - the spectrograms made at the frequency band up to 500 [Hz] with resolution of 1/24 octave,
b - the underwater noise spectrum made in the place where the most noisy part of the ship was situated directly above the acoustic sensor

In the presented ﬁgures it is clearly visible that the
characteristic spectral components, reﬂecting both the
frequency and level of work of the main propulsion systems
and auxiliary mechanisms, are located in the frequency band
up to about 100 [Hz].
When taking into account the short characteristics of
the acoustic ﬁeld distribution of the above mentioned ships
of different classes, it seems evident that that measurement
ranges in the frequency domain should cover the whole range
of length of acoustic waves propagating from the ships to
surrounding water.
Sound intensity measurement of underwater noise enables
to carry out more accurate research in this water region. Such
measurement based on a suitable spacing of acoustic sensors
and precise phase matching of hydrophones and measuring
setups, will make it possible to process of recorded data in the
frequency band of interest.
In order to determine spatial distribution of acoustic
energy it is necessary to know vibration velocity distribution
of acoustic wave sources. In the case of vessels to determine
precisely vibration velocity distribution on hull shell plating
is very difﬁcult because of a complex form of hull surface and
limited number of measurement points. In association with the
technical and ﬁnancial difﬁculties, in the available literature [3,
4] can be found a method for determining the acoustic wave
velocity which makes it possible to determine a substitute
vibration velocity distribution. Such distribution is determined
experimentally by measuring the acoustic pressure and velocity.
Measurement of acoustic pressure in an arbitrary point in space
is easy to realize. For the measurement it is sufﬁcient to process
data from one sensor only, however the system consisted of at
least two sensors is necessary to measure the acoustic velocity.
The approximate component of acoustic velocity vector,
directed along the vector determined from acoustic pressure
measurements with the use of two sensors placed close to each
other, can be determined from the following relation:

(2)
where:
pB – pA - pressure difference at the points A and B,
ρ
- density of medium.
The approximation can be applied to the far ﬁeld in which
the relation (1) is satisﬁed. During the acoustic velocity
measurements the measured values of sound pressure are often
converted from analogue to digital form.
(3)
where:
v0 - constant component of velocity which can be determined
after calculation of velocity values for the entire wave
period.
The resulting acoustic velocity is used to determine the
acoustic wave intensity which, for stationary signals, can be
described by the dependence:
(4)
Taking into account the dependence (3) we obtain:
(5)
And, after an appropriate transformation the digital
dependence (5) takes the form:
(6)
where:
0<k<N
Im[Gxy(k)] - complex part of cross spectrum.
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LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENTED
METHOD

CALIBRATION OF MEASURING SETUPS

The method used to measure sound intensity with the use of
two sensors located close to each other, has some limitations.
The basic error of this method is connected with inaccuracy
of measuring the derivative of hydroacoustic pressure. The
error is observed in the higher frequency ranges. For a ﬂat
harmonic wave, the estimated value of related to the exact
value of the sound intensity I, can be determined from the
dependence (7):
(7)
where:
k - wave number.
In the logarithmic form the dependence is as follows:
(8)
For the spherical wave, the estimated value of related to
the exact value of the sound intensity I, can be determined from
the dependence (9):

In order to obtain authentic results of measurements it is
necessary to perform accurate calibration of measuring setups
to determine the exact phase difference of measuring setups. To
determine the differences the method of submission of mutually
perpendicular harmonic signals has been used. The curve
obtained as a result of the composing of signals is dependent
on frequency and phase of the signals as well as values of their
amplitudes. Results of the composing of signals were published
ﬁrst by Lissajous, a French scientist, at the end of 19th century.
The laboratory calibration tests of the measuring setup of
the probe for underwater, measuring the sound intensity have
been performed in a measuring tank. The block diagram of the
measuring system including the tank, is shown in Fig. 2.
In order to eliminate the waves reﬂected from the tank walls
and water surface the system has been applied for calibrating
the sensor by means of the impulse method [2], which makes
it possible to eliminate unfavorable reﬂected waves by suitable
selection of duration time of pulses of harmonic waves generated
in appropriate time intervals. The duration times of sending
pulses resulted from the basin’s geometry and were determined
for the reﬂections from the tank walls from the dependence:
(11)

(9)
An essential error of the method in the low frequency ranges
is a deviation resulting from the phase mismatch of measuring
setups [2, 3]. For this reason, we should tend to exactly match
the phases of all the measuring setups at which φ → 0. If the
phase mismatch occurs between the two setups for ﬂat wave
then the estimate of - value related to the exact sound intensity
I, can be determined by using the relation (10):
(10)

for reﬂections from the bottom and surface:
(12)

-

for the reﬂections between hydrophones:
(13)

where:
τ - duration time of a signal free from reﬂected signals,
c - sound velocity in water.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the measuring system including the tank. Notation: 1 - sending hydrophone, 2 - receiving hydrophones
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From the far ﬁeld condition (1.1), by knowing the maximum
linear dimension of the transmitter, d ≤ 0.1 m, and the sound
velocity in water, c = 1480 m/s, the minimum distance from the
receiving hydrophones to the sending one, has been determined
at the frequency for which the measurement system has been
controlled.
Tab. 1. The length of the near ﬁeld transmitter for

f [kHz]
d2f/c [m]

5
6
7
8
9
10
0.033 0.041 0.047 0.054 0.061 0.068

representative results of the probe calibration, recorded in the
form of Lissajous curves.
From the measurements performed for the probe in
question it can be concluded that the phase mismatch of the
measuring setups did not exceed 0.2° for the tested wave
length. The level of phase mismatch was enlarged to 0.3° after
taking into account the speciﬁc conditions of measurements
conducted in the dynamic trial areas. The lower frequency
range for different distances between sensors was calculated
for this value (acc. Eq. 10).

The measurements were performed for the distance between
receiving and sending hydrophones, r ≤ 0.4 m, and the pulse
duration which could not be longer than t ≤ 0.4 s, taking into
account the dependence (11), (12) and (13).
The tested probe consisted of two 4032 RESON hydrophones
spaced at the distance Är = 38 mm, and having the sensitivity
values:
A - no. 3702080: 170.4 dB at 250 Hz ; 169,1 dB at 8 kHz,
B - no. 3702082: 170.3 dB at 250 Hz ; 169 dB at 8 kHz.
The difference in sensitivity of the sensors in the band of
interest, up to 10 kHz, is negligible. The signiﬁcant differences
in the indicated levels, reaching from 3 to 10 dB, occurred in
the frequency band from 20 to100 kHz. The 8100 Brüel & Kjar
hydrophone which generated acoustic wave in the frequency
ranges given in Tab. 1, served as a source of harmonic waves.
The sinusoidal signal from the generator was transmitted
to the 4440 Brüel & Kjar gate which controlled the length
and pulse repetition frequency. The signal from the gate was
properly ampliﬁed by 2713 Brüel & Kjar power ampliﬁer
and then transmitted in the form of short pulses of harmonic
wave, to the surrounding water by the sending hydrophone.
The acoustic wave produced by the hydrophone was received
by two receiving hydrophones placed at equal distances from
the sending sensor. Signals received by them were ampliﬁed
by 2636 Brüel & Kjar ampliﬁers, and then recorded and
processed in a analyzer which made it possible to determine
mismatch of the tested phases of the system. The extensive
results of the performed calibration of the probe are contained
in the report from realization of this work [2] performed at
the Radiolocation and Hydrolocation Department of Polish
Naval Academy in Gdynia. The publication presents only

Fig. 4. The values of the phase mismatch level of the lower frequency range
for the distance between sensors ∆r = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.25, 1.5 m,
respectively

The upper frequency range for the same distance was
determined in the same way by taking into account the
dependence (7). On the basis of those frequency ranges the
frequency range at which the error does not exceed 1 [dB],
was determined.
On the basis of the performed research it can be concluded
that, for the phase mismatch level of 0.3°, measurements in
dynamic trial areas can be conducted in the frequency range
from 10 [Hz] ±2 [dB] to 1325 ±1[dB] and at the spacing
between hydrophones equal to 0.2 [m]. The described sound
intensity measuring method makes performing the tests within
the speciﬁed frequency band in the coastal zone, possible.

Fig. 3. The result of probes calibration matching
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was just above the sensor, and the third one - corresponds with
the distance of 50[m] behind the sensor.
The two previously discussed areas are also visible in the
spectrum in question. From them it can be also observed that
before the trial area the ship generates mainly waves connected
with work of mechanisms and ship equipment, and behind it
the waves connected with work of the propeller are dominant.
To more clearly present the ﬁgures, the signal recorded when
the ship passed just above the acoustic sensor, was suppressed
by 30[dB], and that corresponding with the distance of 50[m]
behind the trial area - by 60[dB].

Fig. 5. The frequency ranges of the sound intensity measurement at which
the error does not exceed 1 [dB]

DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS
The acoustic noise measurements of submarines are
repeated periodically during operation of each ship. During the
measurements ships pass at least twice through the trial area
with the set work parameters of the propulsion system. The
determined ship parameters are reached at the distance of 300 m
at least before the trial area and maintained over the distance
of 600 m at least (300 m behind the buoys). Sound pressure
measurements are made at a distance afore and astern the ship
to make it possible to characterize underwater disturbances of
the ship. The passage of ship through the trial area is very often
presented in the form of sound pressure in function of time
and frequency. The spectrogram of the performed recording
is presented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. The spectra obtained at some distance before and behind the trial
area, as well as during passing just above the acoustic sensor.
Notation: 1 - the spectrum of the ship taken 50[m] behind the trial area,
2 - the spectrum recorded when the most noisy part of the ship passes above the
acoustic sensor, 3 - the spectrum of the ship taken 50[m] before the trial area

The characteristic components visible in the ﬁrst area
can be unambiguously assigned to working mechanisms and
equipment of the ship. Examination of ship spectrum is one
of the methods for identiﬁcation of ship underwater noise.
In order to carry out identiﬁcation of the components such
tests are usually performed in two stages. The ﬁrst contains
measurements carried out on anchored ship. The measurements
consist in the measuring of vibration of main mechanisms
and auxiliary equipment of the ship, accompanied with the
simultaneous measuring of sound pressure in water depth. In
the second stage the ship crosses dynamic trail areas, under
various operational settings of its propulsion system. During the
measurements both underwater noise and vibration of selected
mechanisms and equipment, are recorded. On the basis of the
measurements it is possible to characterize the components
visible in the ﬁrst presented ﬁeld. To identify the components,
an analysis with using constant band width ﬁlters for the
tested frequency band, is often performed. A representative
identiﬁcation analysis of the spectrum of the ship in motion is
shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. The acoustic ﬁeld spectrogram
of the ship moving with forward speed of 4 kn

The spectrogram consists of 299 spectra recorded every 312
[ms] with the resolution of 0.04167 octave in the frequency
range from 3[Hz] to 2.818[kHz]. Broken lines mark the distance
of the ship from the acoustic sensor.
In the spectrogram two areas are clearly visible. The
ﬁrst area contains frequencies to about 100[Hz]. In this
area the characteristic spectrum components resulting from
working ship mechanisms, can be observed. The second area
of the frequency range from 100[Hz] to 2.8[kHz] contains
a continuous spectrum. The spectrum is connected with work of
cavitating propeller, turbulent ﬂow in pipelines, ﬂow around the
hull, airﬂow in ventilators, etc. Such analysis makes it possible
to select, out of the spectrogram, a spectrum in an arbitrary area
covered by the measurements.
Fig. 7 presents the ship’s spectra taken from the places
pointed in the spectrogram. The ﬁrst of them was recorded when
the most noisy part of the ship was situated about 50[m] before
the acoustic sensor. The second - when the disturbance source
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Fig. 8. The acoustic ﬁeld spectrogram of the ship with forward speed
of 4 kn, recorded in the frequency band up to 100[Hz]

The spectrogram consists of 74 spectra recorded every
1.333[s] with the resolution of 0.25[Hz] in the frequency band
up to 100[Hz]. From the ﬁgure was selected the spectrum
when the ship’s power plant was situated just above the
acoustic sensor (the place distinguished with black line at the
spectrogram).
The ﬁgure clearly shows discrete spikes coming from
working main engines, shaft lines and propeller, and a single
spike marked “I” in red color, coming from an electric generating

Fig. 9. The ship acoustic power spectrum recorded at the distance marked “0” in Fig. 8

set under operation. Each discrete spike was distinguished by
a successive number, namely green numbers indicate spikes
coming from propeller and shaft lines, and black numbers
show spikes coming from working main engines. Additionally,
each discrete spike was distinguished by broken line, namely
blue lines stand for the frequencies connected with work of
main engines, and black lines - the frequencies connected
with rotation of shaft line and propeller. The identiﬁcation
results obtained by using the method in question have been
published many times [8, 12, 16]. This paper presents only
a single analysis performed for a given working regime of
ship propulsion system. The authors’ archive contains results
of identiﬁcation of ships of different classes, made for various
working regimes of their propulsion systems.
Among the relationships which are most commonly
elaborated on the basis of such measurements, can be numbered
the above presented characteristics of the sound pressure level
in function of frequency, obtained for an arbitrary phase of
ship’s passing through the trial area, as well as the following:
a) the sound pressure level in function of distance,
b) the sound pressure level in function of ship forward speed
and water depth,
c) the relation between underwater noise and vibration of ship
mechanisms.
The sample characteristic relation of sound pressure level
in function of distance between ship and sensor, and of ship
forward speed, is shown in Fig. 10 and 11. The curves were
determined on the basis of many repeated measurements
performed in the trial area located in the same place, and
during the measurements of the ship crossing the trial area
under the same work regime of its propulsion system. Results
of the measurements were then subjected to relevant statistical

Fig. 10. The characteristic relation of the sound pressure level in function of
distance between ship and acoustic sensor. Measurements of the ships were
performed at the water depth h = 30 [m]. Notation:
1 - the measurements performed at the speed v = 14.5[kn],
2 - the measurements performed at the speed v = 12.5[kn],
3 - the measurements performed at the speed v = 8.5[kn],
4 - the measurements performed at the speed v = 5.5[kn],
5 - the measurements performed at the speed v = 2.5[kn]

processing and approximating procedure. The approximation
by means of polynomial of the second or third order is most
commonly used to approximate the relation of pressure levels
in function of ship distance, water depth and ship forward
speed.

Fig. 11. The relation of the sound pressure level as a function of ship’s
forward speed. Notation:
1 - the measurements performed at the water depth h = 10[m],
2 - the measurements performed at the water depth h = 20[m],
3 - the measurements performed at the water depth h = 30[m],
4 - the measurements performed at the water depth h = 40[m],
5 - the measurements performed at the water depth h = 50[m]

In the paper possible ways of extending the measuring range
due to a change in measurement methods, are mainly presented.
To make performing the sound intensity measurements
possible, the trial area was additionally equipped with a pair of
sensors tested in laboratory, and positioned along the assigned
path of ship through the area. In order to verify correctness
of indications of the probe, the measurement results of noise
propagating from the sensors of the probe were compared to
each other, and the hydroacoustic pressure levels in the selected
frequency bands were also compared.
The equal values of the levels obtained from the sensor
probe, in the considered frequency bands, and given in the point
(L = 138 [dB], f = 930,6 [Hz], t = 23,10 [s]) distinguished by
the cursor at the spectrograms, and the character of underwater
noise distribution conﬁrmed the possibility of conducting
mutual analyses by the tested probe, which should enrich in
consequence knowledge on underwater noise.
One of the fundamental features which differed the sound
intensity measurement from the sound pressure one is the
possibility of determining the phase differences between
active and passive part of the sound ﬁeld [3], which allows
to determine direction of propagation of acoustic waves in
water.
In view of the limitations imposed on the application of the
measurement method in question, revealed by the equations (10)
and (12), the frequency band for processing the measurement
results was reduced from 6.9 [Hz] to 1.334 [kHz]. The accuracy
of value of the level for the frequency of 6.9 [Hz] should not
exceed 3 [dB], and for the upper frequency: 1 [dB].
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Fig. 12. The measurement results of hydroacoustic pressure recorded by using the probe
for measuring the sound intensity of the ship moving with forward speed of 6.6 kn.
Notation: 1, 2 - the spectrograms of the ship acoustic ﬁeld obtained from the sensor probe at the frequency band from 6.9 [Hz] to 11.22 [kHz],
a, b - the relation of the pressure levels in function of duration time of ship passage through the trial area, obtained for the following frequency bands:
I - the pressure value L = 155 [dB] in the band from 6,9 [Hz] to 11.22 [kHz],
II - the pressure value L = 154 [dB] in the band from 100 [Hz] to 11.22 [kHz],
III - the pressure value L = 151 [dB] in the band from 6.9 [Hz] to 100 [Hz].

From the pressure measurements presented in the
spectrogram of Fig. 12 the sound intensity was determined in
accordance with the equation (1.6).

visible for about 24 [s] duration time of passage of the ship above
the probe. For different wave lengths we can observe of course
different instants in which such local reduction of the sound
intensity level would occur. The sound pressure level spectrum in
function of time for the previously selected frequency ranges was
produced to accurately reveal the local minimum values. In the
spectra shown in Fig. 14, are clearly visible the local minimum
values of the sound intensity level, by which perpendicular
direction of hydroacoustic wave propagation relative to the probe
in selected areas, is determined.

Fig. 13. The spectrogram of underwater noise intensity obtained in the
frequency band from 6.9 [Hz] to 1.334 [kHz]

When testing the sound intensity amplitude of passage of the
ship with the course of 0° relative to the location of the axis of
the sensor probe, it should be demonstrated that on the basis of
measurements in real conditions it is possible to precisely locate
the place of passage of the ship above the set of acoustic sensors.
To determine the location is possible because in laboratory
conditions the value of sound pressure level falls to “0” for
perpendicular position of the sound source relative to the probe.
The phenomenon is described in many publications [4, 5, 6], and
conﬁrmed in laboratory tests carried out on the probe. A local
depreciation of sound intensity revealed on the spectrogram are
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Fig. 14. The spectra of sound intensity level as a function of duration time
of passage of the ship above the probe, obtained for the selected frequency
bands: 1 - the minimum value of sound intensity level L = 93.4 [dB], for the
time t = 22.90 [s], in the frequency band from 6.9 [Hz] to 1.334 [kHz];
2 - the minimum value of sound intensity level L = 94,7 [dB], for the time
t = 22.30 [s], in the frequency band from 100 [Hz] to 1.334 [kHz];
3 - the minimum value of sound intensity level L = 91.3 [dB], for the time
t = 24.10 [s], in the frequency band from 6.9 [Hz] to 100 [Hz]

The places of occurrence of local minimum values of sound
intensity level determine a change of direction of energy ﬂow
to the probe. The change of direction can be showed by using
the analysis of real part of complex spectra of sound intensity
level. Results of the performed analysis is shown in Fig.15.

A more accurate bearing of the probe equipped with a pair
of sensors can be obtained by testing both the sign of sound
intensity and phase of the signal between the active and
passive part of the sound ﬁeld. For this purpose the tested noise
was so processed as to obtain the spectrogram of amplitude
of underwater noise phases, from which it was possible to
determine the phase [°] within the considered frequency
ranges.

Fig. 16. Spectrum of sound intensity in function of frequency, obtained
during approaching the ship to the probe.

Fig. 15. The spectrum of real part of complex spectra of sound intensity
level, performed in the frequency range from 6.9 [Hz] to 1.33 [kHz]

On the presented diagram of the analysis of absolute
value of sound intensity level in function of duration time
of passage of the ship above the probe the discussed change
in energy ﬂow direction is clearly visible. Positive value of
sound pressure can be observed up to 22.90 [s] of duration
time of passage of the ship through the trial area, represented
by the black curve in Fig. 15. The black curve shows negative
value of sound intensity. And, the maximum value of sound
intensity L = +118 [dB] re 10-12 [W/m2] ( distinguished by
cursor ) is observed at t = 21.10 [s], and the minimum value
L = -114 - at t = 26.80 [s]. The spectra obtained from the
spectrogram presented in Fig. 13, which were taken for an
arbitrary approaching time of ship to the probe and during its
departure from the trial area, can also show the reversal of
sign of sound intensity level.
From the spectra presented in Fig.16 and 17, the summary
sound intensity levels equal to L = +113 [dB] for the
upper spectrum and L = -103 [dB] for the lower spectrum,
respectively, can be read. The reversal of sign of sound intensity
level constitutes a conﬁrmation that reversal of direction of
energy ﬂow to the sensor probe takes also place.
Reversal of direction of energy ﬂow, determined from the
measurment of difference of pressure values obtained from two
hydroacoustic sensors makes it possible to determine direction
of the source relative to location of the probe, within the sector
from -90° to +90°. Determination of the source direction by
means of this method is rather inaccurate.
Such measurement informs only whether the acoustic noise
source is situated before the perpendicular plane located in
half-distance between sensors, or behind it.

Fig. 17. The spectrum of sound intensity in function of frequency, obtained
during departing the ship from above the probe

The spectrogram of phase amplitude of underwater noise
(phase-assigned auto-spectrum) was calculated from the
dependence:
(14)
where:
x = the active component of sound ﬁeld,
y = the reactive component of sound ﬁeld.
The spectra of underwater noise phases were determined
in the selected frequency bands, Fig. 18.III. They are only
useful in determining the sign of phase during performance
of the measurement. The spectra were determined from the
underwater noise phases, Fig. 18.II, for the whole duration time
of the measurement. Examining the ﬁgures we can observe that
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Fig. 18. I - the spectrogram of phase amplitude of underwater noise, II - the spectrum of phases of underwater noise, III - the spectrum of noise phases
calculated for the selected frequency bands: 1 - that from 6.9 [Hz] to 1.334 [kHz], 2 - that from 100 [Hz] to 1.334 [kHz], 3 - that from 6.9 [Hz] to 100 [Hz]

during approaching the trial area by the ship to, at t = 23 [s], the
phase sign was negative, and behind the area - positive.
By comparing the spectra of sound intensity and signal
phases it can be observed that during approaching the probe
by the ship the sound intensity level obtains positive value and
the phase - negative. The obtained positive values of sound
intensity do not require any comments. The phenomenon is
precisely described in many literature sources [1, 2, 4, 5, 6].
The auxiliary Fig. 19 can be used to explain how to use sign
value for a more accurate location of sound sources.

From principles of trigonometry it is known that tangent
function takes positive values in the 1st and 3rd quadrant, and
negative – in the 2nd and 4th one.
Based on the knowledge of sign of sound intensity level and
signal phase, a sound source can be located in an appropriate
quadrant determined by the coordinates of sensor probe. The
pictorial scheme of the location of the sound source in the
relevant quadrant determined by pair of acoustic sensors, is
shown in Fig. 20.

Fig. 20. The location of ship in the relevant quadrant determined by the
sensor probe coordinates, during ship’s passage trough trial area.
Notation: I - the area of positive values of sound intensity level,
II - the area of negative values of sound intensity level,
a - the quadrant of positive values of the sound ﬁeld phase,
b - the quadrant of negative values of the sound ﬁeld phase,
1, 2 - the hydroacoustic sensors
Fig. 19. Summation of vectors of waves of different amplitudes and initial
phases. Notation: x1 – the deﬂection of the active component of the sound
ﬁeld wave amplitude r1, initial phases δ1 and angular velocity ω,
x2 – the deﬂection of the passive component of the sound ﬁeld wave
amplitude r2, initial phases δ2 and angular velocity ω,
x – the deﬂection of wave resulted from summation
of component vectors of active and passive sound ﬁeld

From Fig. 19 we can easily determine the phase of the signal
by using the dependence:
(15)
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After the measurements carried out for the course of
0 [°] relative to the location of probe acoustic sensors, the
measurements for the course of 180 [°] were performed. During
the measurements the ship did not changed the area covered
by the tests, against the location of the sensors axis, as shown
in Fig. 18. From the tests the spectrogram of underwater noise
intensity and spectrum of sound intensity in function of duration
time of ship passage through the trial area, were achieved. In
the spectrum it is clearly visible that when the ship approaches
the probe (up to t = 43 [s]) sound pressure levels take negative
values, and positive ones during the ship’s departure from it.
From comparison of the results of the measurements taken for

the course of 0 [°] and 180 [°], the difference in signs of the
sound intensity level and phase during approaching the probe
by the ship and departing from it, is clearly visible.

Comparing the results of phase measurements carried
out for the tested courses, one obtained also the difference in
signs, which conﬁrms that to determine ship’s course relative
to sensors is possible.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 21. The spectrogram of underwater noise intensity recorded in the
frequency band from 6,9 [Hz] to 1.334 [kHz]

Fig. 22. The analysis of the real part of complex spectrum of sound
intensity, performed in the frequency band from 6.9 [Hz] to 1.33 [kHz]

On determination of the sound intensity, the determining
of signal phases whose results are presented in Fig. 23 and 24,
has been started.

Fig. 23. The phase amplitude spectrogram of underwater noise, recorded in
the frequency band from 6.9 [Hz] to 1.334 [kHz]

The results of the performed research have demonstrated
that by testing the sign of the sound intensity level and phase
of noise signals it is possible to locate sound source just in
a relevant quadrant determined by the sensor probe coordinates.
To achieve a better accuracy is possible by increasing the
number of pairs of sensors and spacing them properly. The
use of three sensors located in an equilateral triangle will
make it possible to reduce the sector of sound source location
to 30 [°].
As demonstrated in the paper, the probe applied to measuring
the sound intensity will make it possible to supplement the so
far collected results of underwater noise investigations carried
out in shallow waters by knowledge on direction of propagation
of hydroacoustic waves.
On the basis of known values of sound pressure and intensity
it is possible to elaborate the following characteristics:
a) the noise spectral structures of vessels,
b) the results of vibration of mechanisms and equipment
installed on ships, which greatly affect spectral structure
of ship acoustic ﬁeld (main engines, generators, shaft lines,
screw propeller),
c) the results of research on the relationship between ship
underwater noise and vibration of ship mechanisms,
d) initial assessment of technical state of ship machinery,
e) estimation of the energy transmission coefﬁcient,
f) the measurement results of sound pressure level changes
in function of ship’s forward speed,
g) the results of sound pressure level changes in function of
distance,
h) presentation of the acoustic wave propagation model made
for water depth values selected along ship’s trajectory,
i) determination of direction of propagation of hydroacoustic
waves.
This paper has an experimental character and constitutes
a continuation of many other investigations in the subjectmatter area [7 ÷18].
In the future a series of extensive studies should be
conducted, on the basis of which the maximum distance from
which to identify and locate particular vessels is still possible,
could be determined. The investigations should be performed
in the coastal zone, at different sea states and different levels
of hydroacoustic background noise, as well as in the trial areas
located in the Gdansk Bay, at different water depths.
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ABSTRACT
In the article a mathematical model of radial passive magnetic bearings applicable to ocean engineering
units has been presented. The application of the bearings in ship thrusters should increase durability of
propulsion systems and give lower maintenance costs. The rotor of thruster’s electric motor is suspended
in magnetic ﬁeld generated by radial passive magnetic bearings. However the maintaining of axial
direction of the rotor must be controlled with electromagnets equipped with a high-dynamic controller.
The risk of application of the magnetic bearings results from very low stiffness of the unit in comparison
with rolling bearings. Also construction of the bearing should be different due to gyroscope effect and high
forces generated during ship manoeuvring. The physical model performs correctly if electromagnets are
controlled properly; and, technological problem with sealing system seems more signiﬁcant than power
supply to electromagnets winding. The equations presented in the article are necessary to build algorithms
of a digital controller intended for on-line controlling magnetic bearing in axial direction.
Keywords: propeller, ring motor, magnetic bearing

INTRODUCTION
Possible application of magnetic bearings to ocean
engineering units has been considered and tested for several
years. Their low resistance to rolling and very long life time
is of a great advantage. However because of a small stiffness
they require introducing constructional changes into existing
devices and new designed ones to be ﬁtted with the so-called
ﬂoating rotor. The bearing system presented in this paper is
superior, as regards its durability, to traditional mechanical
bearings both sliding and rolling ones. The most promising
example of application of such bearing is the using it for ship
main propulsion shaft line or thruster. In recent years fast
development of engineering of polymer materials and their
growing application to sea-water-lubricated slide bearings, has
been observed. However the application of passive magnetic
bearing of Halbach’s conﬁguration provides a comparably high
stiffness of supporting, and simultaneously lack of wear-out
phenomenon of interacting surfaces under operation.
The magnetic bearing is a device which makes use of
repelling forces between homopolar magnets simultaneously
placed in front to each other and coaxially, which keep rotor
against stator in the state of levitation. Multi-row arrangement
of magnetic rings provides a higher stiffness of bearing unit and
more stable work in the neigbourhood of point of operation [1].
The levitation means keeping the rotor supported without any
mechanical contact between it and stator. The main advantage
of such bearings is elimination of friction forces between
interacting elements. In the commonly used rolling and sliding
bearings friction phenomena as such is not eliminated but
only reduced. Moreover, in the traditional bearing systems

Fig. 1. Thruster based on a slip-ring motor

additional systems responsible for lubricating, cooling and
discharging wear products are necessary. As results from the
presented characteristics the application of classical bearings to
operation in the environments more aggressive to materials or
in a high vacuum meets signiﬁcant difﬁculties and limitations.
Therefore it is recommended, wherever justiﬁed, to apply
magnetic suspensions which do not require additional systems,
can operate in chemically active environments, and eliminate
friction, extending this way life time of traditional bearings.
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Fig. 2. Overall view of a Rim Drive device and the model intended for trials

Magnetic bearings are split in two basic groups: active and
passive ones. The ﬁrst group covers active bearings in which
magnetic force value is proportional to position of rotor centre
against hole centre and this way inversely proportional to value
of a gap between interacting parts. In active bearing system the
following items can be always found [3]:
• a sensor intended for the measuring of rotor position within
air gap,
• a controller which transforms information on rotor position
into steering signals,
• an ampliﬁer which, on the basis of the steering signals,
changes value of magnetic force by changing value of
electric current ﬂowing through active bearing coils in axial
direction.
As results from the presented design of magnetic bearing,
the rotor position stabilization is realized by the system of feedback between rotor position and magnetic force.
Passive magnetic bearings belong to the second group. In
design of such bearings there is no feed-back system between
rotor position within air gap and value of magnetic force. In
design of passive bearings permanent magnets are used to
produce magnetic forces [4].
The main advantage of passive bearings is its simple
design, very high efﬁciency (as such bearings do not absorb
energy during operation and provide simultaneously magnetic
levitation) and relatively low cost. Nevertheless the lack of
a feed-back system does not ensure a stable position of rotor
around a given working point and does not make it possible
to control its position within air gap. Active bearings are to be
used in any case where a decisive condition is to maintain high
precision in rotor positioning. Moreover it is not possible to
build a fully isolated magnetic suspension system on the basis
of only passive magnetic bearings (acc. Earnshaw theorem)
[5]. Therefore in any solution of magnetically suspended rotor
at least one actuator is to be active, and the remaining can be
passive ones [6].
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Hence for the bearing system of water propeller rotor it
was proposed to apply two radial passive magnetic bearings
and one axial active bearing. The bearing system is presented
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Bearing system for water propeller rotor

In this paper a mathematical model of radial passive
magnetic bearing is presented. Evaluation of the model is
necessary to elaborate design algorithms for passive magnetic
bearings.

PASSIVE MAGNETIC BEARING
Two magnets or two sets of magnets are used to form
a passive magnetic bearing [5]. In the simplest case two
magnets repelling each other are used. One of them is rigidly
connected with casing of rotary motor. It cannot displace. The
other one is placed onto free rotor and can do, together with it,
a complex motion being a sum of translational and rotational
displacements. The moving magnet has six degrees of freedom
and behaves as a magnetic compass needle which tries to be
always lined up along external magnetic ﬁeld lines (Fig. 4).
As in the classical magnetic bearing there is a stator ﬁxed in
machine casing (motionless magnet) and a race placed in rotor
(moving magnet). Between races of rolling bearing there are
balls placed in bearing cage, and in slide bearing oil ﬁlm appears
between its races. In passive magnetic bearing a medium in
which the bearing operates, is used. If a bearing operates in high
vacuum conditions then between its races vacuum occurs, and
a bearing immersed in water contains water between its races.
This feature of magnetic bearing is one of its crucial merits.
Obviously, apart from an environmental medium also magnetic
ﬁeld occurs between bearing stator and race.

Fig. 4. Arrangement of magnets in repelling system

It can be assumed that in passive magnetic bearing the
permanent magnet which does not displace is a source of
non-uniform magnetic ﬁeld. And, the permanent magnet
connected with the rotor lines up along lines of external
magnetic ﬁeld generated by the magnet ﬁxed in rotary
machine casing [7].
As the magnet ﬁxed in rotor behaves like a magnetic
needle it tries to rotate its north pole towards south pole of
the motionless magnet and shift its south pole so as to place it
close to north pole of the motionless magnet. Magnet placed
in a non-uniform magnetic ﬁeld does a complex motion and
its trajectory depends on initial position of moving magnet
against that motionless. If magnets point to each other with
opposite poles then they will try to be mutually connected. After
connection the two magnets will behave as one magnet which
becomes a magnetic dipole. If an orientation of the magnets
is different from that above mentioned, then the magnet will
rotate until they point to each other with opposite poles and
then connect mutually. The connection of the magnets means
that they reach state of equilibrium, hence such mutual position
of the two magnets appears stable [7].
Any rotary displacement of rotor within magnetic bearing
and mutual connection of its magnets would lead to a failure
of rotary machine and its bearing. Only the maintaining of
magnets in the position in which repelling forces between
magnets occur, makes bearing work correct. The mutual
repelling process of the magnets is a state of instable
equilibrium, i.e. the state in which the system maintains its
stability but with no stability margin.
The bearing intended for the transferring of radial loads
consists of two magnets concentrically located (Fig. 5a). The
bearing magnets are radially magnetized. The same magnetic
pole takes place both on the outer circumference wall of the
magnet ﬁxed in machine rotor and on the inner circumference
wall of the magnet ﬁxed in machine casing. Such solution
makes it possible to generate mutual repelling the magnets and
this way magnetic levitation of the rotor to be suspended. As
the manufacturing of uniform radially magnetized ring magnets
is difﬁcult, also bearings of rings built with segments, can be
found. Such segment is a ring sector which is to be magnetized
radially (Fig. 5b). Due to technological reasons it is not possible
to produce an one-sided radial bearing. Radial bearings are
always manufactured in a differential system.

Fig. 5. Radial passive magnetic bearing
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Fig. 6. Surface current constrained within side wall (6a), coordinate frame orientation in the magnet (6b)

MODEL OF RADIAL PASSIVE BEARING
Amper model was used for description of a model of magnetic interaction between two ring magnets. As assumed in the
model in the magnet walls ﬂow constrained currents being a source of magnetic ﬁeld. Value of the constrained currents depends
on the product of magnetization vector and that perpendicular to magnet wall [2]:
(1)
where:
– magnetization vector
– vector perpendicular to magnet wall.
Fig. 6 illustrates surface currents constrained within ring magnet. As results from the relation (1) the currents will occur in
side walls only. They will not occur on the outer and inner circumferential walls of the magnet.
In compliance with Lorentz principle [2] the magnetic interaction force depends on the vector product of the surface constrained
current and the vector of magnetic induction which penetrates the moving magnet:
(2)
where:
– surface constrained current ﬂowing through a given sector of the moving magnet, da’
– vector of magnetic induction which penetrates the moving magnet sector of the surface area da’ [in the point of the
coordinates (x, y, z)].
Fig. 6a presents the ring magnet with depicted surface currents. In the ring magnets the currents appear both in the left and
right wall (Fig. 6b).
For radially magnetized ring magnet the magnetization vector is equal to [4]:
The normal vector can be expressed as:
The surface current in the left wall amounts to:

(3)
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The surface current in the right wall of moving magnet is described as follows:

(4)

The vector product of the surface current ﬂowing through the left wall of moving magnet and the magnetic
induction in the point of the coordinates (x, y, z), is equal to:

(5)

The surface area da’ of an elementary sector of magnet side wall can be estimated as follows (Fig.7):
(6)
where:
r’ – the mean radius changeable within the interval r1’ < r’< R’
ϕ’ – the angle changeable within the interval 0 < ϕ < 2π

Fig. 7. The sector considered on the moving magnet side wall

By taking into account the above given relations in the Lorentz force (2) the following value of the force on the left wall is
obtained:

(7)
In the same way the magnetic force value in the points located on the moving magnet right wall, can be found:

(8)

By using Biot-Savart principle magnetic induction in the point p of the coordinates (x,y,z) located in the space around
motionless magnet (magnetic ﬁeld source), can be determined. Points for which magnetic induction is calculated for further
analysis are placed on the moving magnet. Biot-Savart principle for surface currents ﬂowing through motionless magnets takes
the following form [2]:
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(9)
where:
- versor of vector directed opposite to the surface on which surface constrained current ﬂows
to the point for which value of magnetic induction has to be determined.
The vector

can be written as follows:
(10)

The relation can be transformed into the form:
(11)
By accounting for Eq.(11) in Eq.(9) the relation for magnetic induction is obtained as follows:
(12)
Value of the magnetic induction depends on the vector , therefore its coordinates between the point located on the circular
loop circumference and the spatial point p’ (x,y,z), should be estimated. The coordinates of the point p’ located on the circular
loop circumference are as follows:
Coordinates for the left wall, p’l (x’l, y’l, z’l)

The coordinates of the vector

Coordinates for the right wall, p’p (x’p, y’p, z’p)

for the left wall are equal to:

and, for the right wall, as follows:

where:
x,y,z – coordinates of the point for which value of magnetic induction has to be determined.
Finally the coordinates of the vector

The module of the vector

take the form:

takes the value:
(13)

And, the vector

is equal to:
(14)

For the radially magnetized ring vector the magnetization vector amounts to:
The values of surface current in the motionless magnet left and right walls are the following, respectively:
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The vector product of the surface current

and the vector

is equal to:
(15)

In the similar way the vector product of the surface current

and the vector

can be determined:
(16)

For the analysis is used the magnet sector da limited by the arc of the angle dϕ and the vector increment dr.
The surface area of the sector is equal to:

Fig. 8. The sector considered for the motionless magnet side wall

The magnetic induction value in the point p of the coordinates (x, y, z) is equal to:
(17)
By taking into (17) account the relations (13), (14), (15) and (16) the following magnetic induction value can be obtained:

where:
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By solving the above given integrals and accounting for
magnetic induction values in Lorentz force it is possible to
determine lifting force of the bearing.

SUMMARY
-

-

-

-

-

-
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The elaborated mathematical model makes it possible to
assess magnetic force value and direction. Such model is
necessary for determination of maximum magnetic force
generated by radial passive magnetic bearing. Moreover
the model can be applied to assessing dynamic parameters
of active magnetic suspension.
The presented approach leads to analytical solutions
which make analyzing magnetic bearings by means of
mathematical programs in a simple way, possible. The
model has been adjusted to the Matlab-Simulink engineering
software which enables analyzing dynamic processes.
The software based on the ﬁnite elements method (FEM),
commonly used for solving static magnetic ﬁelds and
magnetic forces do not make it possible to perform
a comprehensive dynamic analysis of radial passive
magnetic bearing.
Basing on the elaborated model these authors conduct,
by means of Matlab software, design process of passive
suspensions applicable to water propellers. The elaborated
models and relevant design algorithms will be veriﬁed
during experimental tests and analyses with the use of
FEM-based programs (static analyses).
Elaboration of comprehensive mathematical models and
then determination of their allowable simpliﬁcation would
make it possible to build algorithms capable of facilitating
implementation of passive magnetic suspensions in
practice.
Apart from the elaboration of passive models of radial
magnetic bearing, it is intended to elaborate models
of axial bearings. Such bearings will be applicable to
a bearing system of water propeller rotor, based on another
conﬁguration of magnetic bearings.
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Problems of welding in shipbuilding - an
analytic-numerical assessment of the thermal
cycle in HAZ with three dimensional heat source
models in agreement with modelling rules
Part III
Non-linear analytic-numerical assessment
of thermal cycle - examples
Eugeniusz Ranatowski, Prof
University of Technology and Life Science, Bydgoszcz

ABSTRACT
This part is continuation of PART II. Analytic solutions for the temperature distribution
in HAZ – presented in the previous part of this article are transformed for computer
calculation with used Mathcad programme. There are established algorithms in moving
and stationary systems for thermal cycle calculating. Finally, a few analytical examples
with use of C-I-N and D-E models are demonstrated.

Keywords: welding; shipbuilding; welding in shipbuilding; thermal cycle; heat affected zone; heat source model

ADAPTATION OF THE ANALYTICAL
SOLUTIONS FOR NON-LINEAR
COMPUTER CALCULATIONS
The equations (37)÷(42) of PART II of this article are
algebraic form of linear heat ﬂow solutions.
In order to execute computer calculations with temperature
dependent physical parameters: λ, cp , ρ the above algebraic
expressions must be transformed. For this purpose we will use
calculations in Mathcad programme [1]. This programme is
very useful for modelling and simulation of welding thermal
process [2, 3].
Therefore the following assumptions were done:
• heat source energy is being input to the metal during time
∆t, not impulsively ∆t→0. HS inputs are being summed up
in points in distance ∆x = v ∆t. Considering this t’ = (j-1)
∆t, (j = 1, 2, 3 ..n).
• integrals were replaced by ﬁnished sums assuring sufﬁcient
exactness. Finally, the following computing expressions for
linear heat ﬂow solutions are obtained [4]:

(1a)

•

Moving co-ordinates system:

(1b)

A. from Cylindrical-Involution-Normal heat source
model
•

Stationary co-ordinates system :
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•

B. from Double Ellipsoidal conﬁguration of source
Stationary co-ordinates system
• Moving co-ordinates system

(2a)
(2b)

In order to execute computer calculations with temperature
dependent physical parameters: λ, cp, ρ the above algebraic
expressions must be transformed.
Therefore the following assumptions were done:
• heat source energy is being input during time ∆t, not
impulsively ∆t → 0. Hs inputs are being summed up in
points in distance ∆x = v ∆t. Considering this t’ = (j - 1) ∆t
(j = 1, 2, 3,…S),
• the integrals are changed to an algorithm executing proper
summing with physical parameters upon temperature
change control,
• as λ(T), cp(T), ρ(T), α(T) values in deﬁned increments are
known – like shown in table 1, the matrices containing T and
corresponding λ(T), cp(T), ρ(T), α(T) values are deﬁned.
With use of linear interpolation procedure, the continuous
functions λ(T), cp(T), ρ(T), α(T) were created and built-in inside
calculation sheet.
There are three main mini-procedures responsible for
thermal cycle calculating. In the ﬁrst of them initial values are
presented (these values are speciﬁc for the given cycle).”Stab_
time” parameter is estimated time needed for stabilisation of
thermal ﬁeld in moving co-ordinates system, “∆t” is duration
time of every heat impulse being input. Therefore “S” gives the
total number of heat impulses to be generated in order to obtain
46
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the summary thermal ﬁeld as a result (this parameter is being
used ﬁnally in the third mini-procedure). The estimation of
thermal ﬁelds from several impulses is running with changeable
values of α and λ parameters according to Table 1. Parameter
“Last” is used in the second mini-procedure which computes
r1, r2 ,r3,...rn values – again with step by step λ(T) values being
modiﬁed. The ﬁnal mini-procedure summarises thermal ﬁelds
from several heat energy impulses using a proper formula
speciﬁc for several HS model.
The following algorithms (3) and (4) with initial computing
parameters are usually used to perform calculations for various
heat sources in moving co-ordinates system:
A. from Cylindrical-Involution-Normal heat source
model:
Stab_time = 19 sec ∆t = 0.05 sec
S = Stab_time/ ∆t = 380 last = 0

(3)

(4)
B. from D-E conﬁguration of source:

For stationary system (x0 = x+vt , y0 = y , z0 = z) the
following algorithms (5) and () are presented:
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C. from Cylindrical-Involution-Normal heat source
model:
Stab_time = 19 sec ∆t = 0.05 sec
S = Stab_time/ ∆t = 380 last = 0

()

(5)

D. from D-E conﬁguration of source:

The base procedure deﬁned by algorithms (3) ÷ () requires
cooperation with several sub-procedures such as Stab_time,
last, calculation of roots ri , λ(T), α(T).

48
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From essential point of view the sub-procedure Stab_time
deﬁnes in time dimension the moment of time after which it
estimated its value needed for stabilisation of thermal ﬁelds
as follows:
- sub-procedure Stab_time

-

sub-procedure α(T)

(9)

(7)
On Fig. 1 are presented discrete values of λ(T), α(T) and
determined by continuous functions with used sub-procedures
(8) and (9) for a. λ(T), b. α(T).
We have high conformity of continuous functions and
discrete value of λ(T), α(T) from above-mentioned date on
Fig. 1.

Stab_time is compound sub-procedure realising calculation
of wanted value of stabilised time for optional point in moving
coordinates system. Parameters “absolute” and “settled” are
preliminary set up values of start and end of partition of time, in
which follows search of time stabilisation with “stroke” step.
The procedure is built in this way that last value of
Stab_time does not depend on value “absolute” and “settled”
but correct assumption of these values shorten time wanted for
account of Stab_time.
Furthermore in the ﬁrst main mini-procedure also cooperation
is required with sub-procedures for inside calculation of λ(T),
α(T). The discrete values of λ(T), α(T) are known and shown
in Table 1 the matrices containing T and corresponding λ(T),
α(T) values are deﬁned experimentally. Than with use of linear
interpolation procedure, continuous functions were created and
built in inside calculation sheet as follows:
- sub-procedure λ(T)

(8)

Fig. 1. Values of a. λ(T) and b. α(T) in agreement with tab. 1
and continuous functions of for low carbon steel 0.1% C
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The sub-procedure “LAST” realises calculation of value
of parameter “last” deﬁning correctness of calculation in
analytical meaning but it decides indirectly about amount of ri
roots which is taken into consideration in each computational
step. It is possible to assure required accuracy of calculation
when value of “last” is sufﬁciently large.
Sub-procedure “LAST” can ﬁnd this value through
analysis of moment of numeric convergence of neuralgic
mathematical module in most adverse conditions at t = 0 and
z = 0 as below:
- sub-procedure “LAST”

minimal value of “i” and can’t be smaller than 15. On Fig. 2 it
is presented course of value “Pulse” and “Total”.

Fig. 2. Course of value “Pulse” and “Total”
as function of growing value “i”

(10)

(11)

Furthermore let’s notice that computational cycle is started
with acceptance of value λ(T = 0), α(T = 0) but each next time
step “∆t” change the values of λ(T), α(T) in agreement with
current value of temperature T. Generation of value “ri” is next
computational step and for each time step, which is found in
numeric way according to separate “sub-procedure ri” which is
directly insert in algorithms (3)÷() and simultaneously checks
accuracy of calculation with used “threshold” parameter. The
value of “threshold” parameter is established on very close
zero but unzero.
For example in Tab. 2 some values are presented of roots ri
along with estimates of their accuracy for t = 0 and g = 1.2 cm,
threshold = 0.0000001, α0 = 0.02 W m-2K-1, α1 = 0.01.
The ﬁnal sub-procedure “Temperature – T” in algorithms
(3) ÷ () summarises thermal ﬁelds from several heat energy
impulses using a proper formula speciﬁc for appropriated
H-S model.

EXAMPLES
(12)
Realisation of sub-procedure “LAST” relies on search
of sufﬁciently large value “i”. In order to set up condition
of assumption converge of monotones growing series (from
foundation for value 0.001) at necessity outreaching of 9% of
maximum value “Total” in treated interval “i”. It catches on that

A few examples of welding cycles in stationary co-ordinates
system are shown. C-I-N and D-E conﬁguration of source are
used for analysis. The results from C-I-N and D-E models
are compared with Rosenthal-Rykalin solution along with
experimental results5, . Material parameters are accordance
with Tab. 1 for low carbon steel.

Tab. 1. λ(T), cp(T), ρ(T), and α(T) values in several temperatures for low carbon steel – 0.1%C

T
°C
0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500

50

λ(T)
Wcm-1K-1
0.6285
0.5866
0.5447
0.5028
0.4609
0.4190
0.3771
0.3477
0.3268
0.3226
0.3268
0.3310
0.3352
0.3352
0.3352
0.3352
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T
°C

ρ(T)·cp(T)
JK-1cm-3

T
°C

0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
768
800
900
901
1200
1300
1400
1500

3.307
3.666
4.190
4.570
4.950
5.303
6.082
6.955
9.809
6.536
5.866
5.204
5.406
5.406
5.406
5.406

0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
768
800
900
901
1200
1300
1400
1500

α(T)
cm2s-1
0.190
0.160
0.130
0.110
0.093
0.079
0.062
0.050
0.034
0.042
0.055
0.062
0.062
0.062
0.062
0.062

Tab. 2. The assessment of a few ri roots (11 of 60) for non-linear approach calculation at t = 0

i

ri values

ri check

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

0.198811490
2.633099949
5.243573590
7.859042948
10.475772574
13.093007438
15.710495155
18.332817429
20.945850074
23.563632979
26.1814807

5.153050313 · 10-9
3.597482134 · 10-8
6.028955113 · 10-10
6.232056649 · 10-9
5.70471002 · 10-7
5.118749868 · 10-9
3.640161481 · 10-6
2.0121055824 · 10-7
1.066098321 · 10-8
4.666276254 · 10-10
3.501158403 · 10-6

Tab. 3. Results of estimate temperature

No of
example
1
2
3

1. experiment
T10s
T20s
Tmax

Temperature [°C]
2. C-I-N calcul.
3. D-E calcul.
Tmax
T10s
T20s
Tmax
T10s
T20s

4. R-R calcul.
Tmax
T10s
T20s

1300
1030
1430

1410
1110
1470

1610
1560
1820

740
500
770

520
380
500

660
470
730

420
330
470

Fig. 3. Temperature change in points: x0 = 0, y0 = 0.1, z0 = 0
Symbols: 1 – experimental, 2 – C-I-N calculation, 3 – D-E calculation
4 – Rykalin-Rosenthal solution (plate model with the sector line source)

410
310
380

360
380
470

250
265
340

Fig. 5. Temperature change in points: x0 = 0, y0 = 0.1, z0 = 0
Symbols: 1 – experimental, 2 – C-I-N calculation, 3 – D-E calculation
4 – Rykalin-Rosenthal solution (plate model with the sector line source)

For the comparison of account and experiment results, in
Table 3, effects of estimated temperatures for examples 1 ÷ 3
are collected.
•
•
•

Fig. 4. Temperature change in points: x0 = 0, y0 = 0.1, z0 = 0
Symbols: 1 – experimental, 2 – C-I-N calculation, 3 – D-E calculation
4 – Rykalin-Rosenthal solution (plate model with the sector line source)

630
440
610

Example 3.
Main parameters: q = 12000W; g = 0.8cm; v = 1.1 cm s-1
C-I-N: s = 0. cm; Kz = 2 cm-1; k = 8 cm -2
D-E: ff = 0.; af = 0. cm; bf = 0.7 cm; cf = .2 cm;
fr = 1.4; ar = 1.4 cm; br = 0.7 cm; cr = .2 cm – Fig. 5.

Example 1.
Main parameters: q = 2400W; g = 0.4 cm; v = 0.75cm s-1
C-I-N: s = 0.2 cm; Kz = 15 cm-1; k = 12 cm -2
D-E: ff = 0.; af = 0.5 cm; bf = 0.5 cm; cf = 3.0 cm;
fr = 1.4; ar = 1.0 cm; br = 0.5 cm; cr = 3.0 cm – Fig.3.

Example 2.
Main parameters: q = 3300 W; g = 0.8 cm; v = 0.5 cm s-1
C-I-N: s = 0. cm; Kz = 5 cm-1; k = 12 cm –2
D-E: ff = 0.; af = 0. cm; bf = 0. cm; cf = 4.2 cm;
fr = 1.4; ar = 1.2 cm; br = 0. cm; cr = 4.2 cm – Fig. 4.

1410
1250
1570

Temperature is deﬁned for:
Tmax – maximum temperature,
T10s – temperature after 10 s,
T20s – temperature after 20 s.

In the ﬁrst example we can see distinctly correspondence
of assessed temperature and experiment when we used
analytic-numerical method and equations (1a), (2a) with use
C-I-N and D-E heat source models respectively. For above
example it take a stand of difference of order 100 - 300°C
for maximum temperature. Results got run away from these
issues is analytical assessment of run of temperature by used
of Rosenthal-Rykalin (R-R) solutions.
In the second example it takes a stand a similar situation
but with certain difference in upper temperature. Highest
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conformity with experiment in this range of temperature is
for analytic-numerical solution and agreement with equation
(1a) for C-I-N heat source model. Results of estimates
temperature with used pure analytical R-R solutions deﬁnitely
run away from analytic-numerical solution especially in upper
temperatures where divergence in estimated Tmax amount to
500°C. Results of third example are similar to second example
in essential meaning.
The special feature of characteristic of above examples
1 ÷ 3 depends on heat source power and line energy of welding
(1 – 3200 J cm-1, 2 – 00 J cm-1 and 3 –10909 J cm-1).
Furthermore these issues indicate on utility of analyticnumerical solution with adopted C-I-N heat source model rather
for simulation of welding process of high concentrated energy
used but may also be used for the simulation of arc welding
process similarly as D-E heat source model. It conﬁrms also
laser welding process simulation [7].

CONCLUSIONS
In this work some extended consideration about analyticnumerical methods conforming has taken place.
It is obvious that:
• with an application of various heat source models one can
obtain very effective temperature ﬁeld solutions,
• with appropriate algorithms, calculations are very attractive,
effective and can be quickly executed on PC computers,
• further impact should of course be put on still more detailed
welding phenomenon analysis. The speciﬁcity of metal
phase change and other complicated phenomena should
be discovered and reﬂected in complex model in order to
make more accurate and detailed analysis possible.
The results of proposed methods were compared with
experimental data and Rosenthal-Rykalin solution. The
accuracy of D-E and C-I-N results having in mind experimental
data was discussed and there’s no doubt that the accuracy of old
solutions (R-R) seems to be out of date for these examples.
All this makes analytical solutions very competitive with
numerical ones and makes them very useful in engineering
practice.
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NOMENCLATURE
“absolute”, s,

- preliminary assumption of upper value of
time stabilised
“settled”, s,
- preliminary assumption of lower value of
time stabilised
“stroke” , s,
- a step assumption on way of installation of
time of stabilisation
T_MOVE (x, y, z ,t) - a temperature ﬁeld in moving coordinate
system, °C.
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Analysis of fracture toughness
of structural timber
Part I
Theory and experimental tests
Lesław Kyzioł, Ph.D.
Polish Naval Academy in Gdynia

ABSTRACT
This paper presents fundamentals of fracture mechanics of anisotropic materials. Fracture toughness of
anisotropic materials, e.g. structural timber, depends a. o. on state of stress, environment, temperature
and changes due to ageing, therefore in such materials cracking process runs in various ways. Timber is
characterized by eighteen coefﬁcients which determine its fracture toughness in contrast to metals for which
this number is as low as three. In this part of considerations a way of conducting the tests of specimens
subjected to cracking as well results of the tests of natural and modiﬁed timber, are presented.
Keywords: anisotropic material; anisotropic material cracking; CAD specimens;
test stand; complex loading; stress distribution

INTRODUCTION
In the majority of structures operating under load the sudden
cracking of elements occur in spite of that stresses in them do
not exceed their allowable level. Such cracks can be caused
both by material defects resulting from improper technological
processes, and by external random overloading.
This work is aimed at the determination of relations between
fracture toughness of natural and modiﬁed wood and size
of defects, in given loading conditions. Results of the tests
should reveal an effect of modiﬁcation of wood on its fracture
toughness.
In order to be able to determine structural material fracture
toughness it is necessary to determine experimentally material
constants, mainly the stress intensity factor and critical crack
length. It was consisted in determining quantitative relations
between resistance against the cracking in given loading
conditions and size of defect. Fundamentals of fracture theory
of orthotropic materials are presented. Ways are discussed of
determining the critical load and possibilities in determining
the structural timber fracture toughness in selected anatomic
directions.
The tests were conducted for the two crack propagation modes
where stratiﬁcation develops along ﬁbres in crack containing
specimen: tangential-longitudinal (TL), radial-longitudinal (RL).
Specimens were subjected to load leading to crack (gap) opening
(disruption).

BASIC RELATIONS WHICH DESCRIBE
CRACKING PROCESS OF ISOTROPIC
MATERIALS
Fracture mechanics is applied to assessing material
resistance against loss of its coherence. As results from many
literature sources concerning fracture of isotropic materials,
crack-containing material can be loaded in three ways which
may lead to crack opening (rupture), longitudinal shearing
(slipping) or lateral shearing [5, 6]. The speciﬁed modes are
called pure modes of loading the crack (gap) - containing
element, marked I, II and III, respectively, (Fig. 1), [5, 6].

Fig. 1. Basic modes of cracking depending on a mode of loading
applied to a body: I) Rupture (crack opening, pulling apart);
II) Longitudinal shearing (slipping); III) Lateral shearing

Apart from the speciﬁed loading modes a few cases
of complex loading which are combinations of the above
mentioned cracking modes, can be met in reality.
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For description of fracture toughness of specimens made
of a given material the following parameters are used: critical
value of the energy release coefﬁcient Gαc, stress intensity
factor Kαc, and integral Jc. The parameter Gαc is determined as
the derivative of the potential energy released during cracking
process, U, taken with respect to the crack length a [2]:

Timber is a non-homogenous, anisotropic (multi-directional)
material, that makes decribing its strength properties difﬁcult.

(1)
The energy release coefﬁcient corresponding to the loading
modes I, II, III are marked GI, GII, GIII, respectively. As assumed,
if material fracture toughness is only slightly dependent
on crack length rate then in order the gap to be capable of
developing in an uncontrollable way, the following condition
is to be satisﬁed:

Gα ≥ Gαc

(2)

The condition (2) is assumed to be the crack propagation
criterion, and the parameter Gα which characterizes material
fracture toughness, is determined experimentally[6]. The
critical values of the energy release coefﬁcients GIc, GIic, GIIIc
characterize material fracture toughness. The stress intensity
factor Kα is used as a measure of stress and displacement
ﬁeld in the vicinity of gap vertex. Its value depends on value
of the external loading σzw, crack length a as well as factor Y
(a constant dependent on a crack opening mode and specimen
geometry, [1, 3, 5]).

Kα = Kα(σzw, a, Y) α=I, II, III

(3)

In the subject-matter literature the stress intensity factor
corresponding to the pure loading modes is marked KI, KII,
KIII, respectively [2, 3]. To initiate cracking process, its value,
like that of the stress intensity factor, should exceed the critical
value Kαc for a given material, in compliance with the following
inequality [3, 5]:

Kα ≥ Kαc

The relation (4), in contrast to the relation (2), concerns
only the area around gap vertex.
Between the energy release coefﬁcient Gα and stress
intensity factor Kα the following relation occurs [3, 5]:
(5)
where:
cα - coefﬁcient depending on state of stress, loading mode
and mechanical properties of a given material.
The third parameter which determines resistance of
materials to loss of coherence, is the so-called integral Jc.
The integral Jc, like the preceding parameters, is a measure of
energy necessary to trigger crack developing. In contrast to
the parameters Gαc and Kαc, the parameter in question accounts
for a signiﬁcant plastic deformation occurring in structural
materials [1, 3, 5].

BASIC RELATIONS WHICH DESCRIBE
CRACKING PROCESS OF ANISOTROPIC
MATERIALS
Structural timber, an orthotropic material, is characterized
by that it is subjected to cracking in variuos ways, depending
on stress state, environment, temperature and ageing changes.
The material is stratiﬁed and undergoes delamination under
load. The delamination of such composite material results from
many factors such as: assembling errors, mechanical failures,
stress concentration in vicinity of defects nad cracks as well
as changes in material structure during drying.
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Fig. 2. A stump of wood with marked anatomic directions

(4)
As arrangement of rings in a given volume is differentiated,
three principal directions (three planes of symmetry) are
speciﬁed in wood: radial – R (x1), tangential – T (x2) and
longitudinal one - L (x3), Fig. 2. If a wood specimen is cut
sufﬁciently far from the centre of wood stump, so as to be able
to consider curvature of rings negligible, then its properties
can be deemed orthotropic. Wood considered as an orthotropic
material have three characteristic directions strictly associated
with its anatomic structure [4].
For orthotropic materials six basic modes of crack
propagation are distinguished (Fig. 3). The ﬁrst letter of
the symbols stands for the direction normal to plane of
crack, the second - direction of its propagation. Hence the
tangential - longitudinal mode of propagation TL, tangentiallongitudinal TR, radial-tangential RT, radial-longitudinal RL,
longitudinal-tangential LT and longitudinal-radial LR, are
distinguished [4].
For three modes of loading eighteen possible modes of crack
propagation are assumed. Two modes are distinguished where
delamination develops along ﬁbres: tangential – longitudinal
– TL and radial-longitudinal – RL, as well as four ones in lateral
direction. In practice, structures are subjected to complex loads,
e.g. I/II or II/III.
For assessment of fracture toughness of orthotropic
materials linear fracture mechanics is used as any standard
method is still lacking. In fracture toughness testing, critical
values of the coefﬁcients GIc, GIIc, GIIIc and factors KIc, KIIc,
KIIIc have to be determined for every propagation mode. Wood
is characterized by eighteen coefﬁcients which determine its

Fig. 3. Crack propagation modes in orthotropic material

fracture toughness in contrast to metals for which the number
is reduced to three.
An important problem of fracture toughness of materials
is determination of the critical load Pc. The critical load is
deﬁned as such value of force under which loss of specimen
material coherence occurs. Its determination is complex. For
determining Pc value a few methods are used out of which the
following can be distinguished [6, 7, 8]:
- the method NL in which it is assumed that initiation of
cracking process is commenced in the instant when a nonlinearity of the P-δ (force- gap opening) diagram appears
(Fig. 4);

Fig. 5. Method for determining the critical load Pc,
based on approximation of the diagram P(δ)

forms (Fig. 6) [6]. In structural timber testing the double
cantilever beam specimens (DCB) were used.
The critical energy release coefﬁcient G1c [2] for a given
specimen is described by the relation:
(6)
Fig. 4. Methods for determining the critical load Pc

-

-

the method P(δ) in which the point of intersection of the
diagram P(δ) and the straight line whose slope angle tangent
is smaller by 5 % than that of the straight line which contains
the linear part of the diagram P(δ), is assumed the beginning
of cracking process (Fig. 4);
the method based on non-linear and linear approximation
of the diagram P(δ), (Fig. 5)
the method based on acoustic emission (EA) [6].

TESTS ON STRUCTURAL TIMBER
CRACKING
Geometry of specimens
Tests of fracture toughness of composite materials can be
performed with the use of specimens of different geometrical

where:
Pc –
C –
B –
a –

critical load
specimen ﬂexibility
thickness (breadth)
crack (gap) length.

The critical energy release coefﬁcient G1c for an assumed type
of specimen is determined from the following formula [2]:
(7)
where:
δ – crack (gap) opening.
The corrected crack length equal to a + |Δ| was determined
on the basis of the beam theory in which experiment conditions
and inﬂuence of real geometry have been accounted for. The
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Fig. 6. Specimens for determining fracture toughness of wood elements loaded in compliance with the mode I: a) double cantilever beam specimen,
b) one-sided -notched specimen under three- point bending, c) one-sided-notched specimen under tension,
d) double-sided- notched specimen under tension, e) specimen for splitting test

unknown quantity ∆ was experimentally determined from
the diagram C1/3(a). The relation was built graphically by
measuring the ﬂexibility C for a few different values of the
crack length a. The straight line approximating the diagram
C1/3(a) determines the quantity ∆ on the horizontal axis level
(Fig. 7). The way of determining the quantity ∆ is descibed in
detail in the work [7].

The coefﬁcient n is equivalent to its slope angle tangent. The
critical energy release coefﬁcient G1c is determined by using
the following relation [8]:

Fig. 7. Method for determining the linear correction ∆
to the beam theory[3]

Fig. 8. Method for determining the coefﬁcient n

For the double cantilever beam specimens the critical
energy release coefﬁcient G1c is determined from the formula
as follows [7]:
(8)
The specimen ﬂexibility C is determined by using Berry
method, i.e. by means of the relation:

C = K ⋅ an

(9)

where:
n – a coefﬁcient experimentally determined on the basis of
the diagram ln(C) versus ln(a)
K – numerical value determined from the point of intersection
of the diagram with the ordinate axis.
The diagram ln(C) versus ln(a) can be built by measuring the
ﬂexibility C for different values of the crack length a (Fig. 8).
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(10)

Characteristics of the tested material and
description of the test running
A natural and modiﬁed pine wood was used in the tests.
Modiﬁcation of wood by means of methyl polymethacrilate
improves its properties. The detailed decription of run of the
modiﬁcation process by using methyl polymethacrilate as well
as properties of the modiﬁed wood are given in the work [4]. In
Tab. 1 and 2 are exempliﬁed values of material constants as well
as strength properties of the natural and modiﬁed wood [4].
The fracture toughness tests of natural and modiﬁed wood
were conducted with the use of the universal electrohydraulic
testing machine MTS-81012. The tested specimens were made
of the natural wood of abt. 12% humidity and modiﬁed one
of abt. 8% humidity. The tests were performed in the room
temperature of abt. 20° C. The DCB specimens were used in
the tests (Fig. 9). They were made of the same batch of wood
on the basis of which their strength properties were earlier
determined [4]. For the specimens the square cross-section of
20 mm x 20 mm sides, was assumed. The gap was cut by using

a saw of 1.8 mm in thickness and 70 mm in length, and then it
was deepened up to 80 mm by using a thin blade.
Tab. 1. Values of the material constants of the natural and modiﬁed wood

Material constant

K0.0

K0.56

ER = E1 [GPa]

2.15

5.09

ET = E2 [GPa]

2.35

5.12

EL = E3 [GPa]

11.85

16.45

GTL = G23 [GPa]

0.72

2.57

GLR= G31 [GPa]

1.04

2.34

GRT = G12 [GPa]

0.91

1.94

νRL = ν13

0.06

0.08

νTL = ν23

0.07

0.05

νLT = ν32

0.35

0.18

νRT = ν12

0.58

0.34

νTR = ν21

0.66

0.35

νLR = ν31

0.32

0.28

Notation: the symbol K0.0÷K0.56 stands for amount of methyl
methacrilate [kg] per 1 kg of dry wood
Tab. 2. Strength limits for natural and modiﬁed wood under tension,
compression and shear load, respectively

Kind of
material

Rm

Rc

Rm

[MPa]

[MPa]

K0.0
K0.56

95
118

55
98

II

II

Rc

Rt

[MPa]

[MPa]

[MPa]

4.5
9

8.5
32

22.10
30.20

┴

┴

Notation: Rm - tensile strength along ﬁbres; Rc - compression
II
II
strength along ﬁbres; Rm - tensile strength across ﬁbres; Rc ┴
┴
compression strength across ﬁbres; Rt - shear strength

Fig. 9. DCB specimen used in the tests, of the dimensions:
l = 200 mm, a = 80 mm, c = 10 mm, B = 2h = 20 mm

For description of wood fracture toughness the energy
release coefﬁcients Gαc were used in view of anisotrophy of
the tested material. The tests were conducted for two modes of
crack propagation in wood, i.e. for the tangential – longitudinal

direction TL and the radial – longitudinal direction RL. They
were performed for the gap length a = 80 mm. The specimens
complied with the provisions of the PN-EN 408 standard. The
pine wood was suitably dried and prepared to testing. For the
specimens 200 mm length was selected, i.e. ten times greater
than the greater dimension of their cross-section which was
on average equal to 20 mm in the case of the modes RL and
TL. Load was applied to the specimens at the constant rate
of 0.03 mm/s. Special holding devices (chucks) had to be
manufactured to make performing the tests with the use of
the MTS machine possible. The tested material was glued to
the chucks by means of the „PATTEX”, a universal glue for
wood.
Each of the specimens was measured with the accuracy of
0,01 mm and marked in line with its direction of orientation. On
each specimen measuring length was made with the accuracy up
to 0,01 mm, in order to analyze fracture toughness coefﬁcient.
During the tests values of the load P and displacement δ were
recorded. Value of the critical load was determined by means
of the method P(δ) (Fig. 4). The load P and displacement δ
was recorded by using the measuring system consisted of
a computer and A/D card.
For determining the critical fracture toughness coefﬁcient
GIc, it is necessary to know the coefﬁcient n whose value for
a given kind of wood is determined experimentally on the
basis of the approximation of function of ﬂexibility versus gap
length. As in the available literature sources the n-coefﬁcient
value for Douglas ﬁr equal to n = 2.80 is found and pine wood
properties are close to those of Douglas ﬁr, hence for further
calculations n = 2.80 was assumed for the pine wood [9]. On
the basis of the relation (11) were determined critical values of
the energy release coefﬁcient G1c of the natural and modiﬁed
wood specimens for the directions RL and TL.
Based on the assumed value of the coefﬁcient n = 2.80, the
critical coefﬁcient G1c of the tested and modiﬁed wood for the
modes TL and RL can be determined from the relation:

The tests of natural and modiﬁed wood fracture toughness
for the mode TL demonstrated that the crack initiation was
triggered off before the load applied to the specimens obtained
its maximum value. The determined critical load was equal
on average to 80% of the maximum load. The initial cracking
run was mild, then passing to violent. As observed, in the
natural wood specimens occurred a single crack which was
next developing until the maximum stresses were exceeded
(Fig. 10). In the case of the mode TL the crack propagated
almost parallel to direction of the ﬁbres.
In the case of the mode RL the crack was initiated, like
in the preceding case, already before the element reached
its maximum load. The determined average load was equal
to 85% of the maximum one. In the mode RL the crack was
developing in a stable way both in the specimens of natural
and modiﬁed wood, as shown in Fig. 10. The specimens
under tension in the mode RL, cracked along the ﬁbres. The
crack propagation direction was in line with the anatomic
direction of the ﬁbres. The crack propagated along the
hardwood-softwood boundary. In the mode TL, like in the
mode RL, the crack propagated up to the moment of splitting
the specimens, however in the specimens of modiﬁed wood
it was propagating slowly.
Results of the tests of the specimens made of natural and
modiﬁed wood, loaded in the way I of the modes TL and RL,
will be presented in the next part of the paper.
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RESULTS OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
TESTS OF STRUCTURAL TIMBER
The cracks in wood specimens have developed in different
ways depending on a propagating mode. For the mode TL,
value of the applied axial force was increasing up to the critical
load Pc. In this mode, single cracks appeared in the specimens;
they were developing until the maximum stress values were
reached. As shown in Fig. 10, the cracks propagated parallel to
direction of ﬁbres. It was observed that cracks were developing
in the same way in the tested specimens for the same loads
and constant time intervals. The 20 mm long fracture was
formed. The identical crack development process in the
tested specimens results from the fact that they were cut from
neighbouring areas of the tested material.

-

-

initiates cracking process. The method is capable of
determining, in a simple and sufﬁciently accurate way, the
instant of initiating the cracking process. As results from
the performed tests, the ratio of the load in question and
the maximum load was equal to about 0,80 for the mode
TL and about 0.85 for the mode RL.
The fracture toughness of natural and modiﬁed pine wood
was determined experimentally by means of critical values
of the energy release coefﬁcients GIc complying with the
relation (11), to be presented in the next part of the work.
In the tests were used the beam specimens which make it
possible to model real phenomena of cracking the wood
elements containing defects. The critical coefﬁcients
GIc were determined with the use of the beam theory
accounting for material anisotrophy. The critical values of
the coefﬁcients GIc, determined for the splitting of natural
and modiﬁed pine wood, were practically identical for both
analyzed crack propagation modes: RL and TL.

NOMENCLATURE
a B Gα Kα L R T l P U δ -

crack length
specimen thickness
energy release coefﬁcient
stress intensity factor
longitudinal direction
radial direction
tangent direction
specimen length
load
potential energy released during cracking
crack opening.
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This work aimed at fracture thoughness determination
of natural and modiﬁed pine wood, made it possible to
determine, by means of the method P(δ), the load which
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